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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 


Petitioner makes the following assignments of error in his brief: 

1. 	 Whether the trial prosecutor violated Mr. Coleman's Fifth Amendment 
privilege against self-incrimination when she commented in closing argument 
on Mr. Coleman's decision not to testify? 

a. 	 Whether trial counsel failed to provide Mr. Coleman with 
effective assistance of counsel when he failed to object to the 
prosecutor's improper comments during closing argument? 

b. 	 Whether appellate counsel was ineffective when he failed to 
brief or argue the prosecutor's improper comments during 
closing argument? 

2. 	 Whether the jury instruction on the preswnption concerning use of a fireann, 
and the State's argument concerning such presumption, unconstitutionally 
shifted the burden ofproofto Mr. Coleman? 

a. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective in failing to object to the 
firearm presumption jury instruction and in failing to object to 
the State's improper recitation ofthe presumption instruction in 
closing argument? 

3. 	 Whether Mr. Coleman's Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights were violated when 
his interview with and other information gathered by the State's psychiatric 
expert was admitted into evidence without adherence to the protections outlined 
in State v. Jackson? 

a. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective in failing to request any of 
the protections, as to the State's independent psychiatric 
evaluation ofMr. Coleman, offered by State v. Jackson? 

4. 	 Whether the trial court committed structural constitutional error when it 
allowed Mr. Coleman's trial to proceed in the absence of an elected or acting 
prosecuting attorney? 

a. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective in failing to request a 
mistrial or in failing to consult with Mr. Coleman on the issue of 
the absence of an elected or acting prosecuting attorney? 

5. 	 Whether Mr. Coleman's due process rights were violated when voluminous, 
prejudicial, 404b evidence was entered without the protection of a pre-trial, 
omnibus, State v. McGinnis hearing? 



a. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective in failing to request a 
McGinnis hearing on the 404b evidence prior to trial? 

b. 	 Whether appellate counsel was ineffective in failing to brief and 
argue the issue regarding the procedure of admitting and the 
admission of the 404b evidence? 

6. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective where exculpatory evidence regarding the 
autopsy photos, that was previously disclosed by the State, was discovered 
during the trial and would have been discovered prior to the trial by reasonable 
investigation? 

a. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective when he failed to request 
additional time to be able to effectively use the exculpatory 
evidence that was disclosed during the trial? 

7. 	 Whether trial counsel was ineffective when he failed to object to the State's 
medical examiner expert testifying as to an area outside of his expertise-the 
toxicology testing and results? 

8. 	 Whether trial cOWlsel was ineffective when he failed to object to testimony 
regarding Mr. Coleman's pre-trial incarceration? 

9. 	 Whether all ofthe errors of trial counsel were cumulatively prejudicial? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. The Trial 

Petitioner was indicted for first degree murder. A.R. Vol. ill, 1. He retained Attorney James 

Cagle to represent him at trial. AR. Vol. III, 428. Mr. Cagle had been practicing law since 1973, 

A.R. Vol. m, 247, and had at the time of representing the Petitioner, represented defendants in 

five or six hundred cases, including murder cases. A.R. Vol. ill,427-428. 

Trial commenced on February 26, 2007. AR. Vol. I, 36. During voir dire, the State 

sought to ask potential jurors their opinions as to the behaviors ofdomestic violence victims, which 

drew an objection that the circuit court overruled. AR. Vol. I, 23-24. The State intended to present 

statements made by Petitioner about the shooting, and Mr. Cagle noted he had not objected to the 

statement's admissibility, and that "I want the statement in, you know." AR. Vol. I,26. 
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Prior to trial, the State had given notice of evidence that might be construed as misconduct 

evidence under West Virginia Rule of Evidence 404(b), such as letters written by Petitioner 

wherein he threatened the victim's life, and tapes and witnesses involving the Petitioner's conduct 

toward the victim. A.R. Vol. 1,29. 

During voir dire, the State asked prospective jurors ifany ofthem believed the State should 

not prosecute crimes that had occurred in the home or involved family violence, A.R. Vol. I, 95. 

No prospective juror responded in any manner to the inquiry. A.R. Vol. I, 95. The State asked, but 

then withdrew, a question concerning a victim seeking (or not seeking) assistance when she was a 

victim ofspousal abuse. A.R. Vol. 1,95. 

Prior to opening statements, and out of the jury's presence, the State (despite the fact 

Petitioner did not object to the admissibility of the statements made by him), presented evidence 

on the admissibility ofthe statement. A.R. Vol. I, 146 et seq.). Kanawha County Sheriff's Detective 

Sean Snuffer testified and first made the circuit court aware that one ofthe officers who witnessed 

the Petitioner's statement, Sergeant Lilly, was deployed to Iraq and was not expected to return to 

the United States until May, 2007. A.R. Vol. I, 147. Detective Snuffer testified he was infonned 

by Sergeant Lilly that Petitioner had stated he was attempting to scare his wife, that he pointed the 

gun at her, and accidentally shot her in the face. A.R. Vol. I, 149. The statement was consistent 

with a later recorded statement, and defense counsel infonned the circuit court counsel did not 

wish the statement excluded. A.R. Vol. I, 149. Detective Snuffer testified Sergeant Lilly gave 

Petitioner his Miranda rights, A.R. Vol. I, 154, and testified that he too gave Petitioner Miranda 

warnings. A.R. Vol. I, 153. Trial counsel did not object. A.R. Vol. 1,156. 
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Additionally, certain items were seized from the Coleman residence by search warrant, 

where the shooting occurred. AR. Vol. I, 162. Defense counsel did not contest the warrant's 

validity. A.R. Vol. I, 163. 

As to any potential 404(b) evidence, the circuit court requested the prosecutor approach 

the bench before any witness testified to the 404(b) material, allowing defense counsel to interpose 

an appropriate objection. A.R. Vol. I, 170. 

Prior to openings, the circuit court specifically instructed the jury, "[n]ow, what Ms. 

Whitmyer and Mr. Cagle tell you in opening statements, remember, is not evidence. The evidence 

in this case will come in through sworn or affirmed testimony through witnesses. And all exhibits 

that may be received into evidence. All right? So that's the evidence." A.R. Vol. I, 181. 

The defense's theory as outlined in its opening was that Petitioner did not intend to kill the 

victim, did not know the gun was loaded, and the shooting was an accident due to the Petitioner's 

judgment being affected by his methamphetamine addiction. A.R. Vol. I, 191-192. 

The Kanawha County Sheriff's Department responded to the Coleman residence at about 

7:32 p.m. on March 2, 2006 in response to the report ofa shooting. A.R. Vol. I, 198, 200. Although 

defense counsel stated he desired the Petitioner's statement admitted, the prosecution nevertheless 

established Petitioner was Mirandized and Petitioner voluntarily waived those rights without 

pressure or inducement in giving his statement. A.R. Vol. I, 204, 206-09, 210. 

The police also obtained a search warrant for the Coleman residence, under which the 

police collected numerous items including a number of cassette tapes. Alt. Vol. 1,226. The police 

collected the tapes because Petitioner told them the tapes contained statements from the victim 

threatening to kill Petitioner's father, threatening to have a David Huffman kill the father (or 

perhaps Petitioner himself) and sexual matters. AR. Vol. I, 227-28. 
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Sergeant Snuffer personally listened to some ofthe tapes, butheard no threats against either 

Petitioner's life or that ofhis father. A.R. Vol. I, 228-29. He did not hear any plots or conspiracies 

against Petitioner or the Petitioner's father. A.R. Vol. 1,229. Sergeant Snuffer again listened to 

other tapes found in various locations of the Coleman house and again found no threats or plots 

against Petitioner or any other person. A.R. Vol. 1,234-35. 

Because written documents were recovered from the Coleman house, Sergeant Snuffer 

obtained exemplars of the Petitioner's handwriting, testifying that "I met with Mr. Cagle and Mr. 

Coleman and his investigator at the jail." A.R. Vol. I, 238. 

Sergeant Snuffer testified that suspected methamphetamine was recovered from the house. 

A.R. Vol. I, 239. 

As to the letters, Sergeant Snuffer indicated the letters were graphic and angry, containing 

threats against the victim and against David and Darrell Huffman, A.R. Vol. 1,240. 

On cross-examination, it was shown Petitioner told the police that he could hear threats 

against him on the audiotapes while Sergeant Snuffer testified he could not hear any such threats 

on the tapes. A.R. Vol. 1,248-49. Also on cross-examination, Sergeant Snuffer testified some of 

the letters mentioned "David." A.R. Vol. III, 644, A.R. Vol. I, 251.1 One of the letters signed, 

"Trina," (the victim's name), stated she was not lying about David and had not done anything with 

Darrell "behind your back[.]"A.R. Vol. I, 253. Further, the letter stated that she'd never done 

anything with David that he (presumably the Petitioner) did not know about. A.R. Vol. I, 254. 

One of the letters was written by Petitioner stating that he "owed" David for all the things 

he said ''he was going to do to Stacy, Robert and my Dad." A.R. Vol. I, 257.2 That letter was 

1The habeas court by extrapolation concluded that the reference to David was to David Huffman. A.R. Vol. 
m,644. 

2Stacy and Robert are the Petitioner's children. A.R. Vol. 1,289. 
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similar to portions of the statement Petitioner gave to the police. A.R. Vol. I, 257. Additionally, a 

letter signed "Sassy" and recovered from the home made specific reference to sexual activity with 

both "David" and "Darrell." A.R. Vol. I, 260-61. 

Petitioner told the police about "difficulties" with other men, and informed the police of 

the existence of the tapes. A.R. Vol. I, 266. Petitioner explained to the police he made the tapes to 

determine whether Trina his wife and victim was in a relationship with someone else. A.R. Vol. I, 

269. 

Tracy Billo testified for the State. A.R. Vol. I, 287. Tracy was the victim's step-sister. A.R. 

Vol. T, 288. The State proffered the expected testimony from Ms. Billo would be that Ms. Billo 

observed a physical altercation in June of2005 between the victim and Petitioner that would go to 

negating the Petitioner's claimed defense ofaccident or mistake. A.R. Vol. I, 291. Defense counsel 

objected and was overruled. A.R. Vol. T, 292. The circuit court read the following limiting 

instruction to the jury: 

All right. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, as you know, Mrs. Billa is a 
witness on the stand right now. We're going to continue with her testimony 
momentarily. She will be (ollowed then by a number of other witnesses. I'm not 
sure how many. It will be dependent upon how many Ms. Whitmyer decides in her 
judgment to call, and also on some legal rulings that I'm sure I'm going to have to 
make during the presentation of that - ofthe testimony ofthe witnesses. 

However, at this time, this witness, as well as the perhaps several witnesses 
who follow Ms. Billo on the stand, besides other kinds of testimony or evidence 
that's relevant to the case, will be offering or testifying to what we call evidence of 
collateral acts of misconduct. Now, that evidence is not to be considered as 
establishing guilt of the crime with which the defendant is charged. You may not 
consider the evidence -- or that evidence or-- and you may rather, I'm sorry, and 
you may consider that evidence for a very limited purpose only. You may not 
consider it as proof of the charges contained in the Indictment. You may consider 
it to show absence ofmistake or lack of accident on the part ofthe defendant. And 
if, in the jury's opinion, the evidence does not do so, you may not consider it for 
any other purpose. 
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All right? Did everybody hear that? Would anybody like me to repeat that 
instruction? 

(No response from the jury panel.) 

THE COURT: In other words, this lady's testimony and some subsequent 
witnesses' testimony will tend to prove or show or consist of evidence of other 
oollateral acts of misconduct on the part of the defendant. This instruction relates 
to how you may consider that evidence, and, as I just said, for a very limited purpose 
only, to establish lack of accident or lack - or the absence ofmistake or the lack of 
accident. All right? And no other purpose. And as I just said, not to establish the 
guilt ofthe defendant ofthe charges contained in the Indictment. All right? 

A.R. Vol. 1,302-303. 

Ms. Billo testified that in June, 2005, she witnessed an argument between Petitioner and 

the victim, the victim having a "place" on her forehead and a torn shirt. A.R. Vol. I, 305. Petitioner 

went into the house and shut the door on the victim's leg. AR Vol. I, 306. Both Petitioner and 

victim obtained domestic violence protective orders against one another. AR. Vol. I, 308. 

In December, 2005, Petitioner asked Ms. Billo to listen to tapes which Petitioner said 

recorded the victim talking to David about killing Petitioner's father and robbing him. A.R Vol. 

I, 309-310. Ms. Billo listened to a tape but heard no threats. AR. Vol. 1., 310. When she told 

Petitioner she heard no threats, Petitioner seemed shocked. AR Vol. 1,310. 

Karen Booth was called as a State's witness. AR. Vol. I, 322. Ms. Booth described the 

victim's demeanor as ''upset'' after phone calls she had with Petitioner while separated. A.R. Vol. 

I, 331. Additionally, Petitioner asked Ms. Booth to listen to a tape he said evidenced the victim 

was cheating on him and plotting against him. AR. Vol. T, 332. Ms. Booth testified that she did 

not hear anything like that on the tape. A.R. Vol. I, 332 (See also AR Vol. 1,345). 

The State also called Stacy Coleman, A.R. Vol. I, 358, who was the daughter ofthe victim 

and Petitioner. A.R. Vol. I, 368. Before her testimony. the prosecution noted Stacy's testimony 

would include 404(b) evidence. A.R. Vol. I, 358-59. Defense counsel objected to the proffer and 
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the evidence itself. A.R. Vol. I, 360. The circuit court overruled the objection. A.R. Vol. I, 361. 

Counsel for the State proffered the evidence was that Stacy observed Petitioner with a rock in his 

hand and heard Petitioner telling the victim that he could kill her ifhe wanted to. AR. Vol. I, 359. 

The State maintained the evidence was admissible to show intent, absence ofmistake, absence of 

accident, premeditation, deliberation and malice. AR. Vol. I, 361. The circuit court ruled, "I tell 

you what we're going to do. I may be committing error, Ms. Whitmyer, but I'm going to let this 

in. But by God, the next stuff you bring in here, you better bring something that has meat on it, all 

right? Instead ofthis piddly little stuff, all right." AR. Vol. I, 365. 

The circuit court then instructed the jury: 

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, the next witness is Stacy Coleman. 
She will be sworn or affinned here in a moment, as with the other witness or 
witnesses. 

I'm going to repeat that instruction: That her evidence or part of her 
evidence is going to deal with evidence of collateral acts or pieces of, let's say, 
misconduct. That evidence is not to be considered as establishing guilt ofthe crime 
for which the defendant is charged. You may consider that evidence for a limited 
purpose only. You may not consider it as any proofof the charges contained in the 
Indictment. You may, however, consider it to show the absence of mistake, or 
absence--or the lack ofa--or the absence of an accident, or the lack ofaccident on 
the part ofthe defendant, and if in the jury's opinion it does not do so, you may not 
consider it for any other purpose. 

AR. Vol. I, 366. 

Petitioner had taught Stacy to hunt, and the two hunted together. AR. Vol. 1,368-69. Stacy 

testified she was aware ofA 30.30 Winchester rifle that had belonged to her Grandfather and which 

was located in Petitioner's house. A.R. Vol. I, 369. Petitioner showed Stacy how to load and aim 

the gun. AR. Vol. I, 369-370.The rifle was normally kept in a gun cabinet, in the back bedroom, 

and unloaded. AR. Vol. 1,370. 
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Stacy then testified that in late December 2005 or so, she witnessed an argument between 

her parents. A.R. Vol. I, 370. She heard Petitioner threatening to kill the victim. A.R. Vol. I, 370. 

She then observed Petitioner with a rock saying he could kill her and he should. A.R. Vol. I, 370

71. 

Petitioner had Stacy listen to a tape which he purported reflected an argument between 

Stacy and her mother. A.R. Vol. I, 371. Stacy testified she could hear nothing. A.R. Vol. I, 371. 

She told her father she heard nothing which made him mad and aggravated. A.R. Vol. I, 371-72. 

On the day she died, the victim was scheduled to work a shift at Billo' s convenience store. 

A.R. Vol. I, 393. Petitioner called the store that night and co-worker Sally Seabolt answered. A.R. 

VoL I, 394. She handed the phone to the victim, after which the victim called the store owner, 

Chris Billa, and then called her husband (petitioner) back and said, '''I've got to leave. I've got to 

go home.'" A.R. Vol. I, 394. The victim was crying. A.R. Vol. 1,394. The victim left the store at 

five minutes to seven that evening. A.R. Vol. I, 395. 

Detective Samantha Ferrell testified that she assisted in two searches of the residence, and 

was also given items that had been in the victim's purse, which included a receipt from a 

McDonald's fast food restaurant indicating a purchase of food made at 7:04 p.m. on March 2, 

2006. A.R. Vol. I, 405-06. 

Also testifying on behalf ofthe State was 10uri Boiko, Deputy Chief Medical Examiner for 

the State ofWest Virginia. A.R. Vol. I, 423. Dr. Boiko testified on Thursday, March 1,2007. A.R. 

Vol. ill, 647. 

Dr. Boiko testified the victim had an atypical gunshot wound to her mouth and left side of 

her cheek. A.R. Vol. 1,426. The bullet perforated the left shoulder. A.R. Vol. I, 426. Dr. Boiko 

explained the wound was atypical because he "saw a lot of shattering on the face from the 
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intermediate object, which means that [the] bullet [struck] some object before it [struck] [the] face 

of the decedent" AR. Vol. 1, 426. 

There was an injury to the left ring finger indicating the bullet struck the finger first. AR. 

Vol. I, 426-27. Dr. Boiko estimated the finger was between six to twelve inches from the victim's 

face when it was struck. A.R. Vol. I, 429. The wound to the victim's face was massive. AR. Vol. 

I, 432. Dr. Boiko opined the victim died from blood loss and suffocation from swallowing blood. 

A.R. Vol. 1,433-34. According to the toxicological study, the victim had no drugs in her body. 

AR. Vol. I, 434. 

While testifying, Dr. Boiko discovered his report contained a typographical error, in that 

. looking at photographs of the body, Dr. Boiko identified soot on the victim's finger. A.R. Vol. I, 

435. That information came as a surprise to the prosecution, who brought the inconsistency 

between the doctor's testimony and report to his (and therefore, the jury's) attention. A.R. Vol. I, 

437. Dr. Boiko had no explanation for the inconsistency, except that his report contained a 

typographical error as his main attention was to the major injury of the face." A.R. Vol. 1,437. 

Defense counsel exploited this mistake by getting Dr. Boiko to agree that that the finger was not 

only in close proximity to the 30.30 rifle but may have been in actual contact with it. Vol. I, 440

441 ("Q SO is it consistent and to a reasonable degree of medical certainty in your field that the 

finger of Trina Coleman came into contact with the rifle? A I can say from this picture that it was 

in close distance. I cannot say that it was in contact with the rifle or not, but it was [ a] close 

distance. Q But by being a close distance, in fact, it may have been into contact with the weapon 

itself; isn't that consistent. A That's correct. A Is it? Q Yes, that's correct."). Although Dr. Boiko 

had characterized the finger injury as a defensive wound, including a demonstration with the palm 
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towards the face, he also agreed the wound was consistent with swatting at the rifle. A.R. Vol. 1, 

448. 

The shooting occurred in what was described as the backroom of the Coleman residence, 

which contained a couch, a professional looking drum set, and entertainment equipment. A.R. Vol. 

1,464. Blood was located toward the end ofthe couch on the far end. A.R. Vol. 1,473. Also located 

bytbe police in the backroom was the Winchester 30.30 used in the shooting. A.R. Vol. 1,479-80. 

Also located was a date book found on the coffee table, and every time David was written it was 

accompanied by a heart drawn on the page. A.R. Vol. I, 513. 

According to West Virginia State Police Chemist Stacy Taylor, marijuana and 

methamphetamine were at some point located in the Coleman residence. A.R. VoLli, 520. Ms. 

Taylor testified she was familiar with methamphetamine and that, among its effects, users may be 

able to stay awake for hours or even days at a time. A.R. Vol. II, 521-22. 

At this point in the trial (Friday March 2, 2007), the circuit court informed the parties that 

the Kanawha County Prosecuting Attorney resigned effective immediately. A.R. Vol. II, 528. 

Defense counsel specifically declined to object to the continuation of the case. A.R. Vol. II, 529. 

It was also unclear whether the resignation had been fonnally accepted by the County Commission, 

thus making it effective. A.R. Vol. II, 531. 

Testifying for the State was West Virginia State Police firearm and tool mark examiner 

Phillip Cochran. A.R. Vol. II, 544. Mr. Cochran testified that soot deposits on the victim's fmgers 

indicated her hand was in relatively close proximity to the gun when it was fired. A.R. Vol. II, 

560. He compared the bullet recovered from the victim's body as having been fired from the 

Winchester 30.30 retrieved from the residence. A.R. Vol. II, 565. His testing did not reveal that 

the hammer would fall, discharging the rifle by impact, but only by pulling the trigger. A.R. Vol. 
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II, 567-68. His testing further revealed that the safety notch on the rifle worked as designed so that 

anytime the hammer dropped without the trigger being pulled, the hammer would catch on the 

safety notch and not fall forward enough to fire the weapon. A.R. Vo1.ll, 569. Mr. Cochran opined 

that for the weapon to fire, the slide had to be completely forward into battery location, the lever 

had to be up so that ii disengaged the trigger safety, the trigger must be held and pulled so that the 

hammer falls from the half cock position or greater. A.R. Vol. II, 571. In other words, the trigger 

had to be pulled. A.R. Vol. II, 571. Mr. Cochran testified the trigger would hold three pounds of 

pressure and drop with three and one-quarter pounds of pressure. AR. Vol. II, 573. He defined 

"hair trigger" as a gun with a trigger pull under two pounds and that the Winchester that killed the 

victim did not have a hair trigger. A.R. Vol. II, 573. 

During cross-examination, defense counsel was able to elicit from Mr. Cochran that the 

Sporting Anns and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute (SAAMI) standards were authoritative, 

but that Mr. Cochran was not familiar with the SAAMI standards that would not test a gun with a 

pull ofthree pounds or below because it is too sensitive. AR. Vol. II, 580. Mr. Cochran also had 

to admit that gunpowder residue on a part of one's body would indicate that the body part may 

have come into contact with the weapon itself. AR. Vol. II 582-83. He also testified in cross

examination he did not test to simulate the effect an impact on the gun would have if the trigger 

were pulled back and the hammer cocked under a thumb. A.R. Vol. IT, 583. Finally, Mr. Cochran 

was compelled to admit that, with this particular model of Winchester 30.30 that it was possible 

to inadvertently leave a cartridge in the chamber. AR. Vol. II, 596. 

Before the Court recessed for the weekend of Friday, March 2, 2007, defense counsel 

amended his previous expert witness disclosure in light of Dr. Boiko's testimony that there was 

soot on the victim's finger. AR. Vol. m. 650. Petitioner's expert concluded, it was "reasonably 
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consistent with the evidence that the finger not only was to the point of the gun, the barrel of the 

gun, and that that would cause it to fire the moment the person that had the gun in his hand had the 

trigger back and was letting the hammer descend back to its up position." A.R. Vol. ill, 650. 

Defense counsel also stated that his expert had already looked at that issue because he believed 

that the victim having her hand on the weapon might have been an explanation as to why the gun 

fired, but the expert could not put that together because the examiner opined there was no soot. 

The testimony altered that, with the expert adding that to his opinion. A.R. Vol. III, 650. 

Court reconvened on Monday March 5, 2007. A.R. Vol. II, 645. The jury had been reading 

letters or documents and the court continued the process, allowing into evidence over a relevancy 

objection two letters Stacy Coleman had received from her father Petitioner. A.R. Vol. II 647. The 

court sustained, however, Petitioner's objection to the domestic violence petitions. A.R. Vol. II, 

659. The State then rested. A.R. Vol. II, 659. 

The defense called Robert Coleman. A.R. Vol. II, 660. Mr. Coleman was Petitioner's father. 

A.R. Vol. II, 661. On March 2,2006, Petitioner came to his father's house saying he thought she 

was dying, that the gun went off and that "1 never meant to kill her." A.R. Vol. 11.,664. 

The defense also called Terry Shamblin. A.R. Vol. II, 665. Mr. Shamblin lived directly 

across the street from the Coleman residence which he rented to them. A.R. Vol. II, 665. On March 

2, 2006, Mr. Shamblin heard Petitioner come out on the porch with phone in hand screaming and 

hollering, "Please, hurry, please hurry, she's going to die. Hurry as quick as you can." A.R. Vol. 

II, 666. Mr. Shamblin went over to the Coleman house and saw Petitioner attempting to aid the 

victim saying, "Oh, my God, Trina, it's an accidentI,]" "I didn't mean it[,]" "Please, hurry, she's 

going to die. Trina, I love you. I didn't mean for it to happen." A.R. Vol. II, 667. 
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The Defense then called its first expert witness, Thomas Martin, M.D. AR. Vol. II, 689. 

Dr. Martin stated he had gotten involved in the matter through a consultation, mentioning 

Petitioner had been in jail once he was arrested. A.R. Vol. II, 692. Dr. Martin was specifically 

asked about the shooting, and he testified Petitioner had been abusing methamphetamine. AR. 

Vol. II, 695. Dr. Martin opined Petitioner's use of the drug was escalating and that 

methamphetamine was one of the most addictive and dangerous drugs one could take. A.R. Vol. 

II, 696. Petitioner's behavior became more reclusive and hidden. A.R. Vol. n. 696. Dr. Martin 

testified he believed Petitioner "met the diagnostic criteria for methamphetamine dependence. And 

in fact, he was nearly constantly intoxicated with his daily use of methamphetamine up until the 

incident March 2. 2006." AR. Vol. II, 696. 

Among other conditions, Dr. Martin testified that chronic use of methamphetamine can 

lead to psychosis which he found "apparent" in Petitioner's case. A.R. Vol. II, 699. Dr. Martin 

testified Petitioner's paranoia was on two levels, one hallucinatory and the other delusional. A.R. 

Vol. II, 699. The paranoia delusion is that usually those closest to them are in some fOffil of 

conspiracy, or they're out to get them, or to harm them in some way, or misbehaving in some way. 

A.R. Vol. II, 699. Dr. Martin testified the hallucinatory component is that individuals will hear 

things that are not there, A.R. Vol. II, 699. Dr. Martin characterized Petitioner's paranoia as 

bizarre. A.R. Vol. II, 700. 

Dr. Martin testified Petitioner was up nights on end transcribing letters. A.R. Vol. II,70l. 

He testified Petitioner's body was breaking down and that the sleep deprivation would cause 

impaired judgment, irritability, impulse control. tremulousness, and psychosis. A.R. Vol. II, 701. 

Petitioner developed a paranoid ideation that his wife and another were in a conspiracy to have 

him and his father killed. AR. Vol. II, 702. Petitioner believed they were going to sexually abuse 
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his son, and that "they" were turning him homosexual. A.R. Vol. II, 702. Even months after the 

shooting, Petitioner believed he still heard the conspiracies. A.R. Vol. II, 702. Defense counsel 

offered Dr. Martin's written report into evidence, which was admitted with the understanding that 

the court would also admit into evidence reciprocal reports on behalf ofany State's expert. AR. 

Vol. II, 704-05. 

Dr. Martin detemrined Petitioner suffered from substance disorders, methamphetamine 

induced psychotic disorder manifesting with delusions and auditory ballucinations, 

methamphetamine intoxication, methampbetamine induced mood disorder, methamphetamine 

dependence, polysubstance dependence. AR. Vol. II, 706-09. 

Dr. Martin testified Petitioner believed the only way he could remedy the situation (that is, 

the conspiracy to harm in which his wife was a part) was to confront her and threaten ber with a 

fireann. A.R. Vo1.II, 715. He believed he had emptied the rifle of all ofits ammunition before the 

victim arrived home. AR. Vol. II, 715. Dr. Martin testified he did not believe Petitioner intended 

to kill his wife. AR. Vol. II,715. 

During his cross-examination, Dr. Martin conceded Petitioner understood the difference 

between right and wrong and was able to confonn his conduct to the requirements ofthe law. A.R. 

Vol. II, 717. Dr. Martin also conceded some of the letters were threatening to the victim's life. 

A.R. Vol. II, 727. Dr. Martin also conceded any report of accidental shooting was a self-report 

from Petitioner. AR. Vol. II, 732. The State also directly asked Dr. Martin, "And he has told you, 

has he not, that he did not pull tbe trigger?" to which Dr. Martin responded, "No. I don't believe 

he told me that." A.R. Vo1. II, 733. 

The defense called an additional expert witness, Lester W. Roane. A.R. Vol. II, 739. Mr. 

Roane examined, the rifle, the State Police :firearm's examiner's report and material, all of the 
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incidence reports written by the police at the time of the investigation, and at least part of the 

autopsy results. A.R. Vol. n, 746. Mr. Roane prepared a DVD that was played for the jury. A.R. 

Vol. II, 750. Mr. Roane's testing confirmed it was possible for a bullet to remain in the gun when 

one believed it had been emptied. A.R. Vol. II, 751-52. He also confirmed the trigger pull of the 

rifle was about three pounds. A.R. Vol. n, 752. 

Mr. Roane was able to explain to the jury how Dr. Boiko's modification, while testifying, 

to state that soot was on the victim's finger and nowhere else, indicated the victim's hand had to 

be very close to the muzzle, ifnot in actual contact. AR. Vol. n, 757. Mr. Roane opined that ifthe 

victim put her hand out to swat or push the gun away, and when the hand was near or in contact 

with the muzzle, the bullet would hit the finger and fragment, carrying blood and tissue consistent 

with the physical evidence at the scene. AR. Vol. n, 762. He further opined that if the rifle's 

hammer were pulled back and the rifle were struck, it could discharge. A.R. Vol. II, 762. On cross

examination, Mr. Roane conceded Petitioner never told the police that he was confronting the 

victim and that she had her hand up to defend herself and never stated her hand was in contact with 

the muzzle. A.R. Vol. II, 770. Defense counsel on redirect then clarified that Petitioner's statement 

to the police was not clear as to whether he did or did not have the trigger squeezed and pulled the 

hammer and slipped, which would be consistent with how one puts the gun into the safe position." 

AR. Vol. II, 776. 

Petitioner elected not to testify, A.R. Vol. II, 784, and the defense rested. A.R. Vol. II, 792. 

In rebuttal the State called Ralph Smith, M.D. A.R. Vol. II, 793. He specifically referenced 

interviewing Petitioner in his office. A.R. Vol. II, 796. Dr. Smith diagnosed Petitioner with major 

depression and methamphetamine dependence due to incarceration. A.R. Vol. II. 796. Dr. Smitl) 

opined Petitioner knew the difference between right and wrong on March 2, 2006 and was capable 
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of conforming his conduct to the requirements of the law. A.R. Vol. II, 797. Dr. Smith further 

opined Petitioner was using methamphetamine when he shot the victim, and that he had suffered 

from delusional behavior as well as hallucinations. A.R. Vol. II, 798. Dr. Smith found Petitioner 

could have been able to formulate an intent to kill or to take a life. A.R. Vol. II, 799. Dr. Smith 

also opined Petitioner's condition would not have precluded Petitioner from acting with 

premeditation, maliciously, intentionally, in a willful and deliberate manner. A.R. Vol. II, 800-01. 

In essence, Dr. Smith agreed with Dr. Martin's findings except for how Petitioner's 

methamphetamine abuse affected his everyday activities, including making rational decisions. 

A.R. Vol. II, 801. 

Defense counsel wanted hearsay portions ofDr. Smith's report redacted, A.R. Vol. II, 803, 

which motion was overruled. A.R. Vol. II, 804. 

During jury instructions, the COUl1 instructed the jury that "[i]ntent, willfulness, 

deliberation and malice may be inferred from the intentional use of a deadly weapon under 

circumstances where the defendant does not have excuse, justification, or provocation for his 

conduct." AR. Vol. II, 831. The Rule 404(b) limiting instruction was reread to the jury. A.R. Vol. 

11,836-37. 

In closing, the State's Assistant Prosecuting Attorney told the jury, "[i]t is not an accident 

because he did not tell you that she was attempting to defend herself." Vol. II, 842. During rebuttal 

closing, the State's APA told the jury, ''This defendant did not tell the police that he was attempting 

to render the gun safe by lowering the hammer and squeezing the trigger. This defendant did not 

tell you that he was attempting to render the gun safely when Trina Coleman was attempting to 

push the gun away." AR. Vol II, 856. In closing the APA also told the jury, "Ladies and gentlemen 

- and I submit to you that you do not even cock the hammer of a gun, especially one that contains 
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hollow~point bullets, unless you intend to fire it. And the Judge has told you that the use of the 

fireann can be construed as evidence that he intended to fire the gun." A.R. Vol. II, 843. 

After lengthy deliberation of some three days, the jury returned a verdict of guilty of first 

degree murder with a recommendation ofinercy. A.R. Vol. II, 873-74. 

B. Post-Trial Proceedings 

In post-trial motions, Petitioner revisited the issue ofDr. Smith's report and that the report 

contained what defense counsel characterized as 404(b) evidence. A.R. Vol. II, 959-60. The 

motion also argued that Dr. Smith's testimony, in connection with Dr. Martin's testimony, "would 

as a matter of law reduce the degree of the crime to that which is Second Degree." A.R. Vol. II, 

960. The circuit court ruled: 

THE COURT: All right. Well, Mr. Cagle, I'm going to overrule andlor 
deny your motion, sir, to set aside the verdict and order a new trial. 

It's my conclusions and fmdings that, as I concluded and found at the 
conclusion of the State's evidence, as well as all of the evidence, that I had not 
during - committed any error regarding the admissibility of evidence or limiting of 
evidence or the exclusion of any evidence. And I will reconfinn that here today, 
that I committed no error in any of my rulings during the course of the trial, and 
specifically as it relates to the points that you have raised here today. And certainly, 
ifit would be construed by a reviewing court, any ofmy rulings as any error, then 
certainly it would be deemed by me to be harmless. 

A.R. Vol. II, 961-62. 

C. The Direct Appeal. 

Petitioner filed a direct appeal of his conviction by Troy Giatras, A.R. Vol. III, 163-185, an 

attorney licensed in West Virginia since 1990 who had handled other direct appeals in the time 

before he represented Petitioner. A.R. Vol. III, 470. Mr. Giatras raised the following Assignment 

ofError on Petitioner's behalf in the Supreme COUlt ofAppeals of West Virginia: 

The Trial Court below erred by denying the Defendant's Motion for a New Trial 
based upon the failure of the State to present adequate evidence to meet their [sic] 
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burden ofproving each and every element ofMurder in the First Degree beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 

A.R. Vol. III, 175-176. 

At the time, the Supreme 'Court ofAppeals was functioning under the old rules ofappellate 

procedure where the Court did not issue a decision in every case. A.R. Vol. III, 472. Rather, the 

Court had the discretion to grant oral presentation of the Petition for Appeal before deciding 

whether to grant a full appeal. A.R. Vol. III, 472. In Petitioner's case, the Court ordered oral 

presentation of the Petition and Mr. Giatras was allowed to orally argue his Petition to this Court. 

A.R. Vol. III, 473. This Court refused the Petition for Appeal by a four to one vote. A.R. Vol. m, 

187. 

D. The Circuit Court Habeas 

Petitioner then filed a petition for habeas corpus with the Circuit Court of Kanawha County. 

A.R. Vol. III, 188-249. The Court held an omnibus habeas corpus hearing that extended over two 

days. A.R. Vol. III, 369; A.R. Vol. III, 492. 

Petitioner called Harry Smith, Esquire, as an expert witness in the area of criminal law. A.R. 

Vol. ill 374. Mr. Smith expressed his concern that defense counsel did not object to the State's 

closing argument regarding the "failure to object to the State's comments during closing argument 

as to Mr. Coleman's failure to testify." A.R. Vol. III, 377. He also opined defense counsel was 

ineffective in failing to object to the State's use of the inferred intent instruction in its closing 

argument. A.R. Vol. III, 380. Mr. Smith also expressed his opinion that defense counsel s;hould 

have asked for a mistrial or continuance when Dr. Boiko corrected his opinion regarding stippling 

on the victim's fmger. A.R. Vol. III, 382. Mr. Smith testified defense counsel should have retained 

an independent toxicologist regarding the victim's blood. A.R. Vol. III, 387. Mr. Smith testified 

defense counsel was ineffective in failing to object to testimony or evidence that Petitioner was 
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incarcerated because such testimony and evidence would have led the jury to believe Petitioner 

would taint the jury against Petitioner. A.R. Vol. III, 388. 

Mr. Smith also expressed his belief that defense counsel should have sought a mistrial based 

upon the Prosecuting Attorney's resignation because a mistrial would have given the defendant 

the chance to learn more and might have even led to plea bargaining, AR. Vol. HI, 390, although 

Mr. Smith testified further that he was not sure ifthe resignation rose to a constitutional level. A.R. 

Vol. III, 392. 

Mr. Smith further continued that some 170 items ofvarious sorts were admitted into evidence 

without objection. AR. Vol. III, 393. He opined that "many" (without specifying which) would 

not be relevant and others (again not specifying which) if relevant would have been unfairly 

prejudicial. A.R. Vol. ill, 393. Mr. Smith also opined that "some, in fact, may have been 404(b) 

[evidence)." A.R. Vol. III, 394. Mr. Smith believed it was deficient perfonnance to not challenge 

this evidence. A.R. Vol. III, 394. 

Mr. Smith believed it was deficient performance for counsel not to have requested a hearing 

regarding the admissibility of statements Petitioner made to Dr. Smith. A.R. Vol. Ill, 397. 

Mr. Smith also testified that an insufficiency ofthe evidence argument is an extremely difficult 

argument upon which to prevail on appeal. A.R. Vol. III,403. 

During cross-examination, Mr. Smith conceded that reading a record was far different than 

actually trying a case aud that the performance of an attorney involved not only lmowing the facts 

of the case and the applicable law, but also intuition about how the case was going and how the 

lawyer felt about the jury. AR. Vol. III,402-03. 

Mr. Smith also conceded that there are strategic reasons not to object to otherwise 

objectionable questions and answers. A.R. Vol. III, 404. Mr. Smith also conceded there is no case 
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law in West Virginia indicating that in the absence of an elected prosecuting attorney a mistrial 

should be granted. A.R. Vol. ill,404. 

Mr. Smith could not state a mistrial would have been granted even if requested, A.R. Vol. III, 

405, and he testified that if a mistrial was granted both sides would have greater knowledge ofthe 

case than they had before. A.R. Vol. III, 406. 

Mr. Smith also testified that from the time of the original 911 call, Petitioner admitted 

participating in an action which led to the victim being shot, and that to convict him offirst degree 

murder, the State had to prove Petitioner acted with premeditation, deliberation, intention, and 

malice. A.R. Vol. III 407. 

Mr. Smith acknowledged the defense in this case was Petitioner's capacity to fonn the requisite 

mental 'state was diminished because of a methamphetamine inducted psychosis, AR. Vol. III, 

407, and Mr. Smith conceded that Dr. Martin's diagnosis was based, at least partially, on 

Petitioner's behavior in staying up all night to write the letters. AR. Vol. III, 408. Mr. Smith could 

not articulate how the version ofevents Petitioner gave Dr. Martin varied from the version he gave 

to Dr. Smith. A.R. Vol. III, 408. Mr. Smith agreed Petitioner was consistent in his 911 call, his 

statements to Mr. Shamblin, to his father, to the police, and to Drs. Martin and Smith. A.R. Vol. 

III, 408-09. 

Mr. Smith also agreed that Dr. Boiko's change regarding soot on the victim's finger was not 

something the State intentionally suppressed. A.R. Vol. III, 412. Mr. Smith did not disagree 

defense counsel had five days to discuss the change with his expert witness. A.R. Vol. Ill, 412-13. 

Mr. Smith also agreed that as to the three witnesses who supplied 404(b) evidence, Ms. Billo, 

Stacy Coleman, and Karen Booth, each was subject to an in camera hearing and a limiting 

instruction: 
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Q Now, you have talked about-or you were asked about whether or not there 
was a McGinnis hearing. 

In fact, as to the three witnesses who testified as to prior domestic difficulties
that would be Ms. Billo, Stacy Coleman, and Karen Booth-there was an in camera 
hearing addressing what they were going to testify to, and a limiting instruction was 
crafted and read to the jury regarding 404(b) testimony as coming from those 
witnesses; is that correct? 

A Yes. 

A.R. Vol. III, 413. 

Mr. Smith also acknowledged this Court has approved the admission of 404(b) evidence 

regarding prior instances of domestic abuse, prior threats, and general information regarding the 

relationship which puts the killing in context in situations where a defendant kills a spouse, A.R. 

Vol. III, 661: 

Q Now, this was a case in which, again, a husband was responsible for 
the death ofhis wife-or committed an action which resulted in her death; correct? 

A That's true. 

Q And in West Virginia case law dealing with deaths arising in 
domestic cases, the West Virginia Supreme Court has been pretty liberal, has it not, 
in allowing in either as res gestae or 404(b) evidence, sorts of evidence that go to 
prior instances of domestic abuse, prior threats, and just information that would 
appear to shed light on the true circumstances ofthat relationship and put the killing 
in context? 

A I don't know whether I would characterize that as liberal or not, but 
certainly evidence ofthat nature can come in. Or has come in. 

Q Okay. And I mean, relatively recent cases, such as State v. Rollins, 
in which the defense was claimed to be accident, the Court allowed in a substantial 
number of statements made by the victim before-to third parties, before she was 
.killed; and also pictures taken months before ofbruising on her person that she said 
was inflicted upon her. So they've kind of opened the door to bring in information 
so that the State can prove that it was an intentional, malicious, willful, deliberate, 
and premeditated killing. 

A Okay. 
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A.R. Vol. III, 415-16. 

Mr. Smith further acknowledged some ofthe letters were not at all unpleasant, evidencing 

affection between Petitioner and the victim, A.R. Vol. III, 416, and that some ofthe letters evidence 

Petitioner's belief the victim was plotting against him, which was impOl1ant to show Petitioner's 

mental state. AR. Vol. III, 417. 

Mr. Cagle, defense counsel, also testified at the habeas hearing. AR. Vol. III, 661,427. 

Mr. Cagle had been practicing law for 33 years and had handled maybe five or six hundred cases, 

including murder cases. AR. Vol. III, 427-28. Mr. Cagle testified he developed his defense 

strategy after investigating the case, obtaining discovery from the State, and speaking to Petitioner 

and Petitioner's family. AR. Vol. III, 432. Mr. Cagle testified Petitioner was consistent that he did 

not want to testify. AR. Vol. III, 433. Thus, although Mr. Cagle believed Petitioner had defenses 

to the charge, those defenses would have to be advanced without Petitioner testifying. AR. Vol. 

III, 434. The sources ofPetitioner's defense would, therefore, have to be the 911 call and anybody 

to whom Petitioner had made a statement. A.R. Vol. III, 434. As Mr. Cagle testified, "[t]hose are 

sources, ofcourse, ofhis story to put out there, and that's common. I've done it many, many times 

where people don't want to testify . You use that which he has said to his advantage to get his story 

in front of the jury." AR. Vol. III, 434. Mr. Cagle testified that based on the sources available to 

him, it was evident Petitioner had significant methamphetamine usage and the corresponding 

letters he had written, that the Petitioner's intent had been lacking. A.R. Vol. ill, 435. Additionally, 

because the rifle was old and had a hair trigger, Mr. Cagle retained a firearms expert. AR. Vol. 

III, 435. The defense was, therefore, consistent with Petitioner's statements that he did not think 

the gun was loaded, that he was tryip.g only to scare the victim, that it was being wielded by a 

defendant whose drug use manifested in hallucinations and disturbed thought process, and, thus, 
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the gun went off only by accident. A.R. Vol. III, 435-36. Mr. Cagle categorically testified he had 

sufficient time to address Dr. Boiko's testimony concerning the soot on the finger. A.R. Vol. III, 

437-38. 

Mr. Cagle testified he did not object to Petitioner's statements to Dr. Smith because such 

statements supported his defense. AR. Vol. ITI, 439. Petitioner was absolutely consistent with 

what he had said throughout and therefore the statements were a benefit not a detriment to the 

defense. AR. Vol. III, 439. 

Mr. Cagle further testified the letters were supportive ofhis defense in that they showed a 

thought process that was not ''righf' and would be consistent with the opinions ofDrs. Martin and 

Smith. AR. Vol. ITI, 440. Mr. Cagle also testified he did not seek a mistrial on any ofthe grounds 

asserted by Petitioner because he "thought we were getting in everything we needed to win the 

case, or at least to hold it down to what I hoped to be an outcome ofmaybe no more a misdemeanor 

manslaughter. [Petitioner] had done the better part ofa year in jail at that time, and my view ofit 

was that we were getting in what we needed to get in." A.R. Vol. n, 444. 

Mr. Cagle explained his thought process in not moving for a mistrial when the Prosecuting 

Attorney resigned: 

My thought then and now is what if the prosecutor dies and you have six 
trials ongoing in the courthouse? Do all of them stop? And it's particularly a 
problem if you have got a fellow like Mark Coleman in jail at the time. That he's 
supposed to stay in jail? And do we pick a prosecutor and start the next term with 
a different jury pool? I don't-that didn't seem right to me. And it's particularly 
troublesome when you have out-of-state witnesses that you paid to come in. I just
I thought it was not a reason to continue the case or to declare a mistrial. I don't 
think it's grounds for a mistrial. 

A.R. Vol. III, 445. 

While Mr. Cagle could not tell why he did not object to the references about Petitioner 

being incarcerated, he did testify as to the closing argument: 
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Well, the question, when to object to that is a delicate one. Do you call it to 
the attention of the jury? Do you just go with the instructions-and that's-that's 
the thought process I engage in in every case, and I'm sure that was my thought 
process then. And just like the other, the record says what it says. That could be 
gleaned to be plain error under some, you know, some ofthe authority. Other ofthe 
authority said you read it in the context ofwhat else was being done and instructed 
and the circumstances ofthe case. So that one can go either way. 

A.R. Vol. III, 447. 

As to a specific tape regarding sexual activity, Mr. Cagle testified that the tape showed 

Petitioner's thought process consistent with the psychiatrists' opinions. A.R. Vol. III, 663,451. 

Mr. Cagle also testified that having Dr. Boiko's opinion earlier (that there was stippling on 

the victim's finger) would not have changed his expert's opinion. A.R. Vol. III, 663, 460. 

Additionally, as to the implication that the video need to be reshot, as Mr. Cagle explained, "I 

don't know who he was going to get to grab the gun to shoot it. That would be a little risky. These 

people are good, but they aren't that good." A.R. Vol. ill, 461. 

As to the tapes, the tapes did go back to the jury room, A.R. Vol. ill, 466, but, as the 

circuit court observed in its habeas order, the trial transcript disclosed only that the jury asked for 

a DVD player to listen to Petitioner's statement to the police; it did not ask for and was not given 

any equipment capable ofplaying the tapes. A.R. Vol. III, 664. See A.R. Vol. II, 862-866.Thus, as 

the circuit court found in its habeas order, the jury heard nothing of the tapes other than what was 

played in open court. A.R. Vol. III, 664. 

Petitioner's appellate counsel, Mr. Giatras, testified regarding not including Rule 404(b) or 

plain error regarding the closing statement that. In his evaluation of the case, the sufficiency of 

the evidence argument was the strongest claim to raise. A.R. Vol. III, 471-72. He noted that as to 

the 404(b) evidence of the tapes and letters that some were unobjected to and some were helpful 

to the defense. A.R. Vol. III, 471. As to the 404(b) evidence and procedures, appellate counsel 
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testified that the court addressed the admissibility as the trial progressed, and that some of the 

evidence was not objected to. Vol. III, 487. 

SU~YOFARGUMENT 

Petitioner raises numerous claims of error in his habeas corpus petition. Notwithstanding 

his arguments, he is not entitled to relief. 

Petitioner's first argument is that the State in closing and rebuttal closing called attention 

to the fact that Petitioner did not testify at trial. However, the habeas court properly found that 

counsel had a sound strategic reason to not object, so that the jury's attention would not be drawn 

to the State's argument. Additionally, the instructions given by the court in its charge to the jury 

before their deliberations ameliorated any prejudice flowing to Petitioner from the State closing 

concerning Petitioner's failure to testify. 

Petitioner's second argument is that the inferred intent instruction was unconstitutional and 

that in closing the State misrepresented the import of the inferred intent instruction. However, the 

instructions, when read as a whole, were sufficient to properly instruct the jury as to the use ofthe 

instruction. Additionally, regarding the State's argument, the trial court specifically infonned the 

jury that 

Nothing said or done by the attorneys who have tried this case is to be 
considered by you as evidence of any fact. The opening statements that you heard 
last week, and the final arguments that you're going to hear here in a few moments, 
are intended to help you in understanding the evidence and applying the law to the 
evidence but they are not themselves evidence. And accordingly, if any arguments, 
statements or remark of any of the lawyers is not based upon the evidence or the 
law as stated in my instructions, then you should disregard that statement, argument 
or remark. 

Petitioner's third argument is that his counsel was ineffective in not invoking State v. 

Jackson, 171 W. Va. 329,298 S.E.2d 866 (1982). The habeas court found that trial counsel had a 
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strategic reason to not to invoke Jackson as any statements Petitioner gave in his psychiatric 

interview was supportive ofhis defense. 

Petitioner's fourth argument is that it was error to allow his case to continue when the 

Prosecuting Attorney resigned during the pendency of Petitioner's trial. Petitioner has not 

presented any case authority requiring a mistrial of his case. Additionally, trial counsel was not 

ineffective in failing to ask for a mistrial since there was no showing that a mistrial would have 

been granted, that trial counsel believed the case was progressing satisfactorily, and Petitioner was 

incarcerated and trial counsel was concerned about a resulting delay would entail. 

Petitioner's fifth argument is that the admission of404(b) evidence prejudiced his case and 

that his counsel was ineffective in failing to object to the process. The trial court followed the 

requirements of State v. McGinnis. 193 W. Va. 147,455 S.E.2d 516 (1994), and counsel was not 

ineffective in the handling ofthe 404(b) evidence. 

Petitioner's sixth argument is that his trial counsel was ineffective in failing to ask for a 

mistrial or a continuance when the State's medical expert testified at trial that his report was 

incorrect. However, trial counsel testified as to his reasons for not seeking a continuance or 

mistrial, including the fact that he had five days (including two full week end days) to address the 

alteration ofthe State's expert's testimony. 

Petitioner's seventh claim is that his trial counsel was ineffective in failing to object on 

confrontation clause grounds to the medical examiner testifying as to toxicological test results. 

Because this was, at best, hannless error, Petitioner cannot make a showing of ineffective 

assistance of counsel. 

Petitioner's eighth claim is that his trial counsel was ineffective in failing to object to 

references to Petitioner's pretrial incarceration. The habeas court concluded that the references to 
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the incarceration were not numerous, that at least some did not unambiguously reference 

incarceration, and that in light ofthe remainder ofthe evidence in the case, the error was harmless. 

Petitioner's ninth argument is cumulative error. There was not sufficient error in the case 

to demonstrate cumulative error. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

There is no need for argument in this case. Petitioner has comprehensively set forth in a 

seventy-five and one half page brief his nine assignments of error. Oral argument would not aid 

the Court in the adjudication ofPetitioner' s claims. This case is suitable for memorandum decision. 

ARGUMENT 

The Standard of Review 

The standard for this COUlt's review of a circuit court's habeas decision is set forth in 

Syllabus Point 1 of Mathena v. Haines, 219 W. Va. 417, 633 S.E.2d 771 (2006): 

In reviewing challenges to the findings and conclusions of the circuit court in a 
habeas corpus action, we apply a three-prong standard of review. We review the 
final order and the ultimate disposition under an abuse of discretion standard; the 
underlying factual findings under a clearly erroneous standard; and questions of 
law are subject to a de novo review. 

The Ineffective Assistance of Counsel Standard 

Claims of ineffective assistance of counsel in West Virginia are governed by the 

federal standard set forth in Strickland v. Washington: 

In the West Virginia courts, claims of ineffective assistance of counsel are 
to be governed by the two-pronged test established in StricJdand v. Washington, 
466 u.s. 668, 104 S. Ct. 2052,80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984): (1) Counsel's perfonnance 
was deficient under an objective standard of reasonableness; and (2) there is a 
reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result ofthe 
proceedings would have been different. 

SyI. Pt. 5, State v. Miller, 194 W. Va. 3,459 S.E.2d 114 (1995). 
This Court has further explained: 
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In reviewing counsel's performance, courts must apply an objective standard and 
determine whether, in light ofall the circumstances, the identified acts or omissions 
were outside the broad range of professionally competent assistance while at the 
same time refraining from engaging in hindsight or second-guessing of trial 
counsel's strategic decisions. Thus, a reviewing court asks whether a reasonable 
lawyer would have acted, under the circumstances, as defense counsel acted in the 
case at issue. 

Syl. Pt. 6, State v. Miller, 194 W. Va. 3,459 S.E.2d 114 (l995). 

As this Court has explained, 

Under these rules and presumptions, the cases in which a defendant may 
prevail on the ground of ineffective assistance of counsel are few and far between 
one another. This result is no accident, but instead flows from deliberate policy 
decisions this Court and the United States Supreme Court have made mandating 
that "Oludicial scrutiny of counsel's performance must be highly deferential" and 
prohibiting "[i]ntensive scrutiny of counsel and rigid requirements for acceptable 
assistance[.]" Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689-90, 104 S. Ct. at 206S-{)6, 80 L.Ed.2d at 
694-95. 

Miller, 194 W. Va. at 16, 459 S.E.2d at 127. "In other words, we always should presume strongly 

that counsel's perfonnance was reasonable and adequate." Id., 459 S.E.2d at 127. Thus, 

The test of ineffectiveness has little or nothing to do with what the best lawyers 
would have done. Nor is the test even what most good lawyers would have done. 
We only ask whether a reasonable lawyer would have acted, under the 
circumstances, as defense counsel acted in the case at issue. We are not interested 
in grading lawyers' performances; we are interested in whether the adversarial 
process at the time, in fact, worked adequately. 

ld., 459 S.E.2d at 127. 

The right to effective assistance of counsel includes the right to the effective assistance of 

appellate counsel in first appeals as of right. Evitts v. Lucey, 469 U.S. 387, 396 (1985). The 

Strickland test applies to claims of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel. Smith v. Robbins, 

528 U.S. 259, 285 (2000). However, defense appellate counsel is under no constitutional duty to 

raise all non-frivolous issues in an appeal and may exercise professional judgment in determining 

issues to pursue on appeal. Jones v. Ban!es, 463 U.S. 745, 752-53 (1983). Further, "[i]t is well
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established that the failure to raise unpreserved issues does not constitute ineffective assistance of 


appellate counsel." Carrl'. Bezio, No. 1:12-CV-00277 MAT, 2015 WL6872339, at *4 (W.D.N.Y. 


Nov. 9,2015). 


The Plain Error Standard 


''To preserve an issue for appellate review, a party must articulate it with such sufficient 

distinctiveness to alert a circuit court to the nature ofthe claimed defect. The rule in West Virginia 

is that parties must speak clearly in the circuit court, on pain that, if they forget their lines, they 

will likely be bound forever to hold their peace." State ex rei. Cooper v. Caperton, 196 W. Va. 

208,216,470 S.E.2d 162, 170 (1996). This Court has recognized a narrow ex.ception to this raise 

or waive rule, plain error. See State v. Craft, 200 W. Va. 496, 502,490 S.E.2d 315, 321 (1997) 

''To trigger application of the 'plain error' doctrine, there must be (1) an error; (2) that is plain; (3) 

that affects substantial rights; and (4) seriously affects the fairness, integrity, or public reputation 

of the judicial proceedings." Syl. Pt. 7, State v. Miller, 194 W. Va. 3, 7, 459 S.E.2d 114, 118 

(1995). "To be 'plain,' the error must be 'clear' or 'obvious.'" Syl. Pt. 8, in part, State v. Miller, 

194 W. Va. 3,459 S.E.2d 114 (1995). "Assuming that an erroris 'plain,' the inquiry must proceed 

to its last step and a determination made as to whether it affects the substantial rights of the 

defendant. To affect substantial rights means the error was prejUdicial. It must have affected the 

outcome ofthe proceedings in the circuit court, and the defendant rather than the prosecutor bears 

the burden ofpersuasion with respect to prejudice." Syl. Pt. 9, State v. Miller, 194 W. Va. 3,459 

S.E.2d 114 (1995). "The plain error doctrine is to be used sparingly.'; State v. Fleming, 237 W. Va. 

44,55, 784 S.E.2d 743, 754 (2016). "A party who aspires to demonstrate plain error faces a steep 

uphill climb[.]" United States v. Jimenez, 512 F.3d 1,3 {lst Cir. 2007). 

A. Petitioner's claims of error in closing argument relating to his decision not to testify. 
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1. The trial prosecutor did not violate Petitioner's Fifth Amendment privilege against self

incrimination when she commented in closing argument on Petitioner's decision not to testify. 

a. Trial counsel was not ineffective in not objecting to the prosecutor's comments during 

closing argument. 

b. Appellate counsel was not ineffective when he failed to brief or argue the prosecutor's 

improper comments during closing argument. 

In his first assignment of error, Petitioner "argues that his constitutional rights were violated 

when the State commented in closing on his failure to testify, that his trial counsel was ineffective 

when he failed to object to the State's closing argument, and that his appellate counsel was 

ineffective in failing to include this issue in the direct appeal." Pet'r Br. at 17. 

Petitioner cites to two portions ofthe State's closing and rebuttal closing to support his claims. 

Petitioner first cites to the States closing where the APA told the jury, 

The medical examiner told you that she had her left hand in front ofher face. A 
defensive wound. And that she was trying to defend herself by putting her hand in 
front of her face. It is not an accident because he did not tell you that she was 
attempting to defend herself His explanation does not fit the physical facts of this 
case. 

A.R. Vol. II, 842. Petitioner then cites to the State's rebuttal closing argument: 

Every theory that they have put forward to their experts ofhow the gun discharged 
requires you to go through an exercise ofcoincidences, which, I submit to you, are 
unworthy of your consideration. Because he has never described to a single 
individual that he pulled the trigger. He says he may have. "Maybe I did." He also 
says, "1 didn't do it. I never did it." A series of inconsistent statements .... 

This defendant did not tell the police that he was attempting to render the gun safe 
by lowering the hammer and squeezing the trigger. This defendant did not tell you 
that he was attempting to render the gun safely when Trina Coleman was attempting 
to push the gun away. 

A.R. Vol. II, 856. 
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A defendant has a constitutional and statutory right not to testify and a corresponding 

constitutional and statutory right to not have the State comment on the defendant remaining silent. 

See, e.g., State v. Murray, 220 W. Va. 735, 739, 649 S.E.2d 509, 513 (2007). As found by the 

habeas court, the State's comments were "regrettable" and were not to be approved of. A.R. Vol. 

III, 687. However, the question before the habeas court was whether trial counsel was ineffective 

in not objecting and appellate counsel was ineffective in not raising the issue as a plain error claim 

on direct appeal. A.R. Vol. ill, 687. The habeas court correctly found Petitioner did not mete out 

a claim ofineffective assistance of counsel. 

As the habeas court found, although Petitioner's expert witness opined he could not see a 

strategic reason not to object, trial counsel (Mr. Cagle) proffered what the habeas court considered 

a "sound" strategic reason not to object, that an objection risked calling the jury's attention to the 

objectionable material. AR. Vol. III, 687. Mr. Cagle did not fall below an objective standard of 

professional competency. 

Moreover, the court instructed the jury, 

Nothing said or done by the attorneys who have tried this case is to be 
considered by you as evidence of any fact. The opening statements that you heard 
last week, and the final arguments that you're going to hear here in a few moments, 
are intended to help you in understanding the evidence and applying the law to the 
evidence but they are not themselves evidence. And accordingly, if any arguments, 
statements or remark of any of the lawyers is not based upon the evidence or the 
law as stated in myinstructions, then you should disregard that statement, argument 
or remark. 

AR. Vol. II, 822. The circuit court then further instructed the jury, "[t]he defendant, Mark Thomas 

Coleman, has no duty to take the stand as a witness in his own behalf. And if he does not do so, 

this is not evidence, and you should draw no inference therefrom as to his guilt or innocence. You 

should entirely disregard and not discuss ie' AR. Vol. II, 826-27. Given the "'the almost 

invariable assumption ofthe law that jurors follow their instructions[,] '" Shannon v. United States, 
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512 U.S. 573, 585 (1994) (quoting Richardson v. Marsh, 481 U.S. 200, 206 (1987)), it cannot be 

said that the absence of an objection here demonstrated CIa reasonable probability that, but for 

counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the proceedings would have been different." Syl. Pt. 

5, State v. Miller, 194 W. Va. 3,459 S.E.2d 114 (1995). 

Moreover, in light of the above instructions to the jury, it cannot be said appellate counsel 

either fell below an objective standard of professional competence in raising the issue as plain 

error, or that ifthe issue would have been raised it could be said that the outcome of a p1ain error 

appeal would have resulted in the reversal of Petitioner's conviction. See State v. Grubbs, 178 

W.Va 811, 818, 364 S.E.2d 824, 832 (1987) ("the doctrine of plain error with regard to 

objectionable closing remarks is sparingly applied."). 

The decision of the habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affirmed. 

B. Petitioner's instructional error claims. 

1. The jury instruction on the presumption concerning use ofafirearm; and the State's 

argument concerning such presumption did not unconstitutionally shifted the burden ofproofto 

Petitioner. 

a. Trial counsel was not ineffective in failing to object to the firearm jury instruction 

and infailing to object to the State's recitation ofthe instruction in closing argument. 

Petitioner "argues that the jury instruction regarding the inference from the use ofa firearm 

along with the prosecutor's comment about the inference during closing impermissibly and 

unconstitutionally shifted the burden of proof on the issue of accident and intentionality of the 

shooting to Mr. Coleman and that trial counsel's failure to address these issues was ineffective 

assistance." Pet'r Br. at 28. 
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Petitioner finds fault with the following instruction given at Petitioner's trial, "[i]ntent, 

willfulness, deliberation, and malice may be inferred from the intentional use of a deadly weapon 

under circumstances where the defendant does not have excuse, justification, or provocation for 

his conduct." A.R. Vol. II, 831. The instruction is not infirm. 

A case dispositive of the issue raised by Petitioner in regard to the instruction is SUzte ex 

reI. Bailey v. Legursky, 200 W. Va. 769,490 S.E.2d 858 (1997). In Bailey, Bailey shot and killed 

the victim, Dan Holcomb, as the result of an altercation between the two at Holcomb's residence. 

ld. at 771, 490 S.E.2d at 860. The altercation arose because of a romantic relationship between 

Bailey and Holcomb's wife, Kathy Holcomb. ld., 490 S.E.2d at 860. In the habeas, Bailey 

challenged the propriety of the following jury instruction, "[t]he Court instructs the jury that 

malice, wilfulness, and deliberation, which are elements of the crime of first degree murder, may 

be inferred from the intentional use of a deadly weapon in the commission of said offense[.]" ld. 

at 772 n.l, 490 S.E.2d at 861 n.l. Bailey claimed this instruction should have been tempered by 

language to the effect the claims to have been under the influence ofalcohol and drugs at the time 

of the shooting. ld., 490 S.E.2d 861 nJ. The Court in Bailey specifically cited to syllabus point 6 

of State v. Jenkins, 191 W.Va. 87,443 S.E.2d 244 (1994) that "'[i]t is erroneous in a first degree 

murder case to instruct the jury that ifthe defendant killed the deceased with the use of a deadly 

weapon, then intent, malice, willfulness, deliberation, and premeditation may be inferred from that 

fact, where there is evidence that the defendant's actions were based on some legal excuse, 

justification, or provocation. '" ld., 490 S.E.2d 861 n.1 (emphasis in original inBailey). This Court 

concluded that the instruction was not erroneous as it was being singled out and not read in light 

of the remaining instructions. 

Nevertheless, considering State's instruction no. 5, which stated that "[t]he 
Court instructs the jury that malice, wilfulness, and deliberation, which are 
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elements of the crime of first degree murder, may be inferred from the intentional 
use ofa deadly weapon in the commission ofsaid offense," the circuit court during 
the habeas proceeding, referring to other jury instructions, found that the jury was 
''properly and fully instructed on his 'diminished capacity' defense as excuse or 
justification for commission of the act." 

In particular, State's instruction no. 6, given at trial, allowed the jury to 
consider the appellant's evidence ofintoxication in connection with the evidence of 
the State. As this Court held in syllabus point 6 of State v. Milam, 159 W . Va. 691, 
226 S.E.2d 433 (1976): "When instructions are read as a whole and adequately 
advise the jury ofall necessary elements for their consideration, the fact that a single 
instruction is incomplete or lacks a particular element will not constitute grounds 
for disturbing a jury verdict." 

Bailey, 200 W. Va. at 772 nJ, 490 S.E.2d at 861 n.1. 

The habeas court found in this case that "it is axiomatic that j ury instructions must be taken 

as a whole." A.R. Vol. III, 683. Thus, the habeas court concluded, "the jury instruction, as given, 

particularly when read in the context ofthe instructions as a whole, was not erroneous." A.R. Vol. 

III, 683. The habeas court was correct. 

In Petitioner's case, the circuit court instructed the jury that "[t]he burden is always upon 

the prosecution to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. This burden never shifts to the defendant 

in a criminal case, nor does the defendant ever have the burden or duty of calling witnesses or 

producing any evidence." A.R. Vol. II, 828. The circuit court also gave a voluntary intoxication 

defense instruction: 

Now, although voluntary intoxication will never provide a legal excuse for 
the commission ofa crime, the fact that a person may have been grossly intoxicated 
at the time of the commission of a crime may negate the existence of the specific 
intent of premeditation and deliberation, which is an element of the offense of 
murder in the first degree. So, the evidence that a defendant acted while in a state 
ofgross intoxication is to be considered in determining whether or not the defendant 
acted with specific intent and deliberation. 

A.R. Vol. II, 836. 
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The instructions in Petitioner's case were-when read as a whole----proper and counsel is 

not ineffective for failing to object to proper instructions. "It is axiomatic that counsel is not 

ineffective for failing to object ... to proper jury instructions." United States v. Winfield, No. 

CIV.A. 2:--CV386, 2000 WL 34342565, at *4 (B.D. Va. Mar. 17,2900). 

Further, Petitioner faults his trial counsel for failing to object to the following statement 

made by the AP A in her closing relating to the firearm inference instruction, "Ladies and 

gentlemen-and I submit to you that you do not even cock the hammer of a gun, especially one 

that contains hollow-point bullets, unless you intend to fire it. And the judge has told you that the 

use ofthe firearm can be construed as evidence that he intended to fire the gun." A.R. Vol. II, 843: 

Petitioner contends "[s ]uch an argument is a clear misstatement oflaw and serves to put the burden 

of proof on Mr. Coleman, particularly where Mr. Coleman's defense was predicated on the 

shooting of his wife being accidental." Pet' Br. at 34. 

As noted above, Petitioner's must prove two things to prevail on a claim of ineffective 

assistance of counsel: (1) objectively deficient perfonnance and (2) a reasonable probability that, 

but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the result of the proceedings would have been different. 

Syl. Pt. 5, State v. Miller, 194 W. Va. 3, 459 S.E.2d 114 (1995). "In deciding ineffective of 

assistance claims, a court need not address both prongs of the conjunctive standard of Strickland 

v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984), and State v. Miller, 194 

W.Va. 3,459 S.E.2d 114 (1995), but may dispose of such a claim based solely on a petitioner's 

failure to meet either prong of the test." Syl. Pt. 5, State ex rei. Daniel v. Legursky, 195 W. Va. 

314, 465 S.E.2d 416 (1995). In other words, "[t]he perfonnance component need not be addressed 

first. 'If it is easier to dispose of an ineffectiveness claim on the ground of lack of sufficient 

prejudice, which we expect will often be so, that course should be followed.'" Smith v. Robbins, 
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528 u.s. 259, 286 n.14 (2000) (quoting Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. at 697). Petitioner 

cannot demonstrate his counsel's failure to object to this argwnent by the State prejudiced his case. 

The circuit court specifically instructed the jury that: 

Nothing said or done by the attorneys who have tried this case is to be considered 
by you as evidence of any fact. The opening statements that you heard last week, 
and the final arguments that you're going to hear here in a few moments, are 
intended to help you in understanding the evidence and applying the law to the 
evidence but they are not themselves evidence. And accordingly, ifany arguments, 
statements or remark ofany ofthe lawyers is not based upon the evidence or the 
law as stated in my instructions, then you should disregard that statement, 
argument or remark. 

A.R. Vol. II, 822 (emphasis added). Even if the State's argument was not a full explication of the 

fireann inference instruction, the jury was fully instructed by the circuit court to disregard any 

statement not in accord with the judge's instructions. As such, Petitioner has failed to prove that 

the outcome ofhis case would have been different had his counsel objected. 

The decision of the habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affirmed. 

C. The State v. Jackson claim 

1. Petitioner's Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights were not violated when his interview 

with and other information gathered by the State's psychiatric expert was admitted into evidence 

without adherence to the protections outlined in State v. Jackson. 

a. Trial couns.el was not ineffective in failing to request any of the protections, as to 

the State's independent psychiatric evaluation ofPetitioner, offered by State v. Jackson. 

Petitioner "argues that his Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights to be free from self

incrimination and to counsel were violated when the State v. Jackson requirements were not 

applied to his evaluation by the State's psychiatric expert and that trial counsel was ineffective in 

failing to invoke any of the protections required by Jackson." Peer Br at 35. 
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In State v, Jackson, 171 W. Va. 329, 298 S.E.2d 866 (1982), this Court held in Syllabus 

Points 2 and 3 that: 

2. Protection of a defendant's constitutional privilege against self
incrimination and right to assistance of counsel at pre-trial court-ordered 
psychiatric examinations, requires that a tape-recording of the entire interview be 
given to his and the government's lawyer, and an in camera suppression hearing be 
held to guarantee that the court-ordered psychiatrist's testimony will not contain 
any incriminating statements. 

3. A defendant cannot waive his state and federal constitutional privileges 
against self-incrimination and rights to assistance of counsel at court-ordered pre
trial psychiatric examinations except upon advice ofcounsel. 

In the habeas proceeding, defense counsel, Mr. Cagle, testified: 

Q Now, another issue with which Mr. Smith finds fault is the fact that 
when Ralph Smith rendered a report, included in that report were statements that 
Mr. Coleman made to Dr. Smith during the course of the evaluation. And that 
although you did object to the hearsay contained in this report, you did not 
specifically object to Mr. Coleman's statements in that report. 

Do you have a rationale or reason why you did not object to that? 

A Yes. I found it supportive of the defense. As I recall, and as I've 
reaffirmed in looking at what was provided, by the way, of the habeas corpus 
petition, is that for the first time in my experience, Ralph Smith had an opinion 
which largely coincided with that which the defense expert had. And that really was 
an exception to my experience with Dr. Smith. 

But putting all of that aside, the opinion of Dr. Martin and this-the 
testimony from Mr.-I mean, from Dr. Smith, there wasn't a lot ofroom in between 
the two of them. What Mark had said was absolutely consistent with what he said 
throughout, both to me and to all investigators in the case. And so I saw a benefit, 
not a detriment from that. 

A.R. Vol. III, 439. 

Defense counsel, Mr. Cagle, made a strategic decision not to object to any statements made 

by Petitioner that were in Dr. Smith's report since he concluded that such statements actually 

bolstered Petitioner's defense. Such a strategic decision is reasonable and does not establish 

ineffective assistance of counsel. See, e.g., Swanigan v. Rivard, No. 4:12-CV-11858, 2013 WL 
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4613737, at *9 (E.D. Mich. Aug. 29, 2013) ("Finally, counsel may have decided not to seek the 

suppression of Mr. Swanigan's statement to the police, because the statement supported Mr. 

Swanigan's self-defense claim. A trial counsel is not ineffective for failing to move for the 

suppression of a criminal defendant's statement to the police if it is helpful to the defense."); 

Commonwealth v. Brown, 782 N.E.2d 1105, 1109 (Mass. Ct. App. 2003) ("In any event, the failure 

of the defendant to raise the Miranda issue in the trial court is consistent with her tactical approach 

at trial in which she sought to employ her statements and conduct as positive evidence ofher lack 

ofknowledge about the contents ofthe package she was carrying."); Pearson v. State, 12 P.3d 686, 

691-92 (yVyo. 2000) ("Because the tape encompasses material helpful in presenting Pearson's 

defense, allowing it to be admitted into evidence without contest was a legitimate trial tactic, and 

the ultimate failure of that tactic to secure an acquittal does not demand that we conclude f!1at 

counsel was ineffective."). 

The decision of the habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affmned. 

D. The lack of an elected or appointed prosecuting attorney. 

1. The trial court did not commit structural constitutional error when it allowed Petitioner's 

trial to proceed in the absence ofan elected or acting prosecuting attorney. 

a. Trial counsel was not ineffective in failing to request a mistrial or in failing to consult with 

Petitioner on the issue ofthe absence ofan elected or acting prosecuting attorney. 

Petitioner "avers that his conviction was void because there was no acting prosecuting attorney 

in Kanawha County during the final five days of his nine day jury trial." Pet'r Br at 42. Petitioner 

claims ''the absence of a duly elected prosecuting attomey being in office during the trial violated 

Article 2, Section 2, Article 3, Section 2, and Article 9, Section 1 of the West Virginia Constitution 

as well as numerous West Virginia statutes.ld. 
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The habeas court found no merit to this claim. Indeed, there was, in the case at bar, "a 

prosecuting attorney in and for Kanawha County when the petitioner was indicted, when the trial 

commenced, and when the jury verdict was returned." AR. Vol. Ill, 672. As the' habeas court 

noted, "petitioner has provided no law, either from the State of West Virginia, or from any other 

jurisdiction, pronouncing that a trial court must cease when there is a mid-trial resignation (or 

death) ofthe prosecuting attorney." AR. Vol. TIl, 671-782. See also AR. Vol. III, 672 ("Although 

petitioner assails counsel for failing to research the issue before he waived it, the petitioner in the 

nine years since that mid-trial resignation has proffered no law in support of his position that the 

trial should have been interrupted by the resignation."). See, e.g., Morrisey v. West Virginia AFL

CIO, 239 W. Va. 633, 804 S.E.2d 883, 891 (2017) (mling against a party who raised a claim yet 

cited no state or federal case law that supported the claim). 

Moreover, while attorneys have a duty to consult with their clients on important decisions 

about the case, they are not obligated to consult on "'every tactical decision. '" Florida v. Nixon., 

543 U.S. 175, 187 (2004) (quoting Taylor v. Rlinois, 484 U.S. 400, 417-18 (1988». Counsel 

generally has superior knowledge of a defendant's case and the criminal legal process, and is 

therefore in a better position to make tactical decisions. Sexton v. French, 163 F.3d 874, 885 (4th 

Cir.1998). The only decisions on which a client must be consulted as a matter oflaw are '''whether 

to plead guilty, waive ajury, testify on his 01' her own behalf, or take an appeal. ", Nixon, 543 U.S. 

at 187 (quoting Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745, 751 (1983». Thus the decision as to whether to 

seek a mistrial is a strategic or tactical one vested in the judgment of counsel, and does not rest 

with the client. See, e.g., United States v. Chapman, 593 F.3d 365, 369 (4th Cir.2010) (concluding 

that "decisions regarding a mistrial are tactical decisions entrusted to the sound judgment of 

counsel, not the client"). See also United States v. Allick, 386 F. App'x 100, 104 (3d Cir. 2010) 
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("Although we have not addressed this specific issue, other courts of appeals have consistently 

held that the decision to request or consent to a mistrial is a strategic decision that ultimately rests 

with counseL"); United States v. Washington, 198 F .3d 721, 723 (8th Cir. 1999)(emphasis deleted) 

("We have held that counsel need not consult with the defendant when making the strategic 

decision not to request a mistria1."); Vazquez v. Scully, 694 F. Supp. 1094, 1099 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) 

("Consequently, there appears to be no duty imposed upon an attorney to consult with his client 

regarding a mistrial."). Defense counsel was not ineffective for failing to ask for a mistrial. 

As noted above, there was no authority cited at the time of trial (nor has Petitioner been able 

to cite any to this Court in this appeal) that mandated a trial abate upon the resignation or death of 

the Prosecuting Attorney. Therefore, it would not have been clear that making the motion would 

even have succeeded. A.R. Vol. III, 672. And, most importantly, defense counsel articulated a 

reasoned strategic judgment in not moving for a mistrial, counsel was optimistic about the verdict 

and his client had already spent a year in jail. A.R. Vol. III, 672. 

The decision ofthe habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affinned. 

E. The 404(b) issues. 

1. Petitioner's due process rights were not violated when 404(b) evidence was entered 

against him as the requisites for the admission ofthis evidence was followed by the trial court. 

a. Trial counsel was not ineffective in. failing to request a McGinnis hearin.g on the 404(b) 

evidence prior to trial as the trial court conducted the n.ecessary hearings. 

b. Appellate counsel was not ineffective in failing to briefand argue the issue regarding the 

procedure ofadmitting and the admission ofthe 404(b) evidence. 

Mr. Coleman "argues that his due process rights were violated by the introduction of 

voluminous and prejudicial 404b evidence without the protections ofan adequate pre-trial hearing 
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and that his trial counsel was ineffective in failing to adequately seek to limit the introduction of 

such evidence, including evidence concerning Mr. Coleman's homosexual proclivities." Pet'r Br. 

at 47. 

At the outset it should be note that this is a habeas corpus proceeding, and "[a] habeas corpus 

proceeding is not a substitute for a writ of error in that ordinary trial error not involving 

constitutional violations will not be reviewed." Syl. Pt. 4, State ex reI. McMannis v. Mohn, 163 

W.Va. 129, 254 S.E.2d 805 (1979). Alleged Rule 404(b) violations are not of a constitutional 

pedigree and are not cognizable in habeas corpus. Shoop v. Ballard, No. 13-1313,.2014 WL 

6607475, at *4 (W. Va. Nov. 21,2014) (Memorandum Decision). 

At the time of Petitioner's trial, West Virginia Rule of Evidence 404(b) provided: 

Other Crimes, Wrongs, or Acts.-Evidence ofother crimes, wrongs, or acts is 
not admissible to prove the character of a person in order to show that he acted in 
conformity therewith. It may, however, be admissible for other purposes, such as 
proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or 
absence ofmistake or accident. 

This Court has held that Rule 404(b) "'is an "inclusive rule" in which all relevant evidence 

involving other crimes or acts is admitted at trial unless the sole purpose for the admission is to 

show criminal disposition. '" State ex rei. Caton v. Sanders, 215 W. Va. 755, 761, 601 S.E.2d 75, 

81 (2004) (quoting State v. Edward Charles L., 183 W.Va. 641,647,398 S.E.2d 123, 129 (1990». 

"Admission of extrinsic acts evidence under Rule 404(h) of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence 

[1985] may be critical to the establishment ofthe truth as to a disputed issue, especially when that 

issue involves the actor's state ofmind and the only means of ascertaining that mental state is by 

drawing inferences from conduct." Syl. Pt., 7, TXO Prod. Corp. v. All. Res. Corp., 187 W. Va. 

457,419 S.E.2d 870 (1992), affd on other ground, 509 U.S. 443 (1993), and holding modified on 

other grounds by State v. McGinnis, 193 W. Va. 147,455 S.E.2d 516 (1994). "In reviewing the 
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admission of Rule 404(b) evidence, we review it in the light most favorable to the party offering 

the evidence, in this case the prosecution, maximizing its probative value and minimizing its 

prejudicial effect." State v. McGinnis, 193 W. Va. 147, 159,455 S.E.2d 516, 528 (1994). 

In Syllabus Points 1 and 2 of State v. McGinnis, 193 W. Va. 147,455 S.E.2d 516 (1994), 

this Court explained: 

1. When offering evidence under Rule 404(b) ofthe West Vrrginia Rwes of 
Evidence, the prosecution is required to identify the specific pwpose for which the 
evidence is being offered and the jury must be instructed to limit its consideration 
of the evidence to only that purpose. It is not sufficient for the prosecution or the 
trial court merely to cite or mention the litany ofpossible uses listed in Rule 404(b). 
The specific and precise purpose for which the evidence is offered must clearly be 
shown from the record and that purpose alone must be told to the jury in the trial 
court's instruction. 

2. Where an offer of evidence is made under Rwe 404(b) of the West 
Virginia Rwes of Evidence, the trial court, pursuant to Rwe 104(a) of the West 
Vrrginia Rules of Evidence, is to determine its admissibility. Before admitting the 
evidence, the trial court should conduct an in camera hearing as stated in State v. 
Dolin, 176 W.Va. 688, 347 S.E.2d 208 (1986). After hearing the evidence and 
arguments of counsel, the trial court must be satisfied by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the acts or conduct occurred and that the defendant committed the 
acts. Ifthe trial court does not find by a preponderance ofthe evidence that the acts 
or conduct was committed or that the defendant was the actor, the evidence should 
be excluded under Rule 404(b). If a sufficient showing has been made, the trial 
court must then detennine the relevancy of the evidence under Rules 401 and 402 
of the West Virginia Rules of Evidence and conduct the balancing required under 
Rule 403 ofthe West Virginia Rules of Evidence. lfthe trial court is then satisfied 
that the Rule 404(b) evidence is admissible, it showd instruct the jury on the limited 
purpose for which such evidence has been admitted. A limiting instruction should 
be given at the time the evidence is offered, and we recommend that it be repeated 
in the trial court's general charge to the jury at the conclusion of the evidence. 

''The standard of review for a trial court's admission of evjdence pursuant to Rwe 404(b) 

involves a three-step analysis. First, we review for clear error the trial court's factual determination 

that there is sufficient evidence to show the other acts occurred. Second, we review de novo 

whether the trial court correctly found the evidence was admissible for a legitimate purpose. Thrrd, 

we review for an abuse of discretion the trial court's conclusion that the 'other acts' evidence is 
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more probative than prejudicial under Rule 403." State v. LaRock, 196 W. Va. 294, 310-11, 470 

S.E.2d 613, 629-30 (1996). 

Under Rule 404(b), "it is presumed a defendant is protected from undue prejudice if the 

following requirements are met: (1) the prosecution offered the evidence for a proper purpose; (2) 

the evidence was relevant; (3) the trial court made an on-the-record Rule 403 detennination that 

the probative value of the evidence is not substantially outweighed by its potential for unfair 

prejudice; and (4) the trial court gave a limiting instruction." Syl. Pt. 3, State v. LaRock, 196 W. 

Va. 294, 311,470 S.E.2d 613,630 (1996). Those criteria were satisfied here. 

During the habeas proceedings. Petitioner's expert witness testified as to the 404(b) and 

McGinnis issues: 

Q Now, you have talked about~r you were asked about whether or not there 
was a McGinnis hearing. 

In fact, as to the three witnesses who testified as to prior domestic difficu1ties
that would be Ms. Billo, Stacy Coleman, and Karen Booth-there was an in camera 
hearing addressing what they were going to testify to, and a limiting instruction was 
crafted and read to the jury regarding 404(b) testimony as coming from those 
witnesses; is that correct? 

A Yes. 

A.R. Vol. III, 413.3 

3The circuit court read the following Hmiting instruction to the jury: 

All right. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, as you Imow, Mrs. Billa is a 

witness on the stand right now. We're going to continue with her testimony 

momentarily. She will be foHowed then by a number of other witnesses. I'm not 

sure how many. It will be dependent upon how many Ms. Whitmyer decides in her 

judgment to call, and also on some legal rulings that I'm sure I'm going to have to 

make during the presentation ofthat - of the testimony of the witnesses. 


However, at this time, this witness, as well as the perhaps several witnesses 

who follow Ms. Billa on the stand, besides other kinds of testimony or evidence 

that's relevant to the case, will be offering or testifying to what we call evidence 

of collateral acts of misconduct. Now, that evidence is not to be considered as 

establishing guilt of the crime with which the defendant is charged. You may not 

consider the evidence - or that evidence or-- and you may rather, I'm sorry, and 
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you may consider that evidence for a very limited purpose only. You may not 
consider it as proof of the charges contained in the Indictment. You may consider 
it to show absence ofmistake or lack ofaccident on the part ofthe defendant. And 
if, in the jury's opinion, the evidence does not do so, you may not consider it for 
any other purpose. 

All right? Did everybody hear that? Would anybody like me to repeat that 
instruction? 

(No response from the jury panel.) 

THE COURT: In other words, this lady's testimony and some 
subsequent witnesses' testimony will tend to prove or show or consist of evidence 
of other collateral acts ofmisconduct on the part of the defendant. This instruction 
relates to how you may consider that evidence, and, as I just said, for a very limited 
purpose only, to establish lack of accident or lack - or the absence of mistake or 
the lack of accident. All right? And no other purpose. And as I just said, not to 
establish the guilt of the defendant ofthe charges contained in the Indictment. All 
right? 

A.R. Vol. I, 302-303. 

Subsequently, the court also instructed the jury, 

THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, the next witness is Stacy Coleman. She will 
be sworn or affmned here in a moment, as with the other witness or witnesses. 

I'm going to repeat that instmction: That her evidence or part of her 
evidence is going to deal with evidence of collateral acts or pieces of, let's say, 
misconduct. That evidence is not to be considered as establishing guilt ofthe crime 
for which the defendant is charged. You may consider that evidence for a limited 
purpose only. You may not consider it as any proofofthe charges contained in the 
Indictment. You may, however, consider it to show the absence of mistake, or 
absence-or the lack ofa-or the absence ofan accident, or the lack ofaccident on 
the part of the defendant, and if in the jUly'S opinion it does not do so, you may 
not consider it for any other purpose. 

A.R. Vol. 1, 366. 

And in closing, the circuit court instructed the jury, 

You have heard evidence of other acts in this case by the defendant. You 
are instructed that evidence of collateral acts of misconduct are not to be 
considered as establishing the guilt of the crime with which the defendant is 
charged, and you may consider that evidence for a very limited purpose only. You 
may not consider it as any proof of the charges contained in the indictment. You 
may consider it to show absence ofmistake, or lack of accident on the part of the 
defendant, and if in the jury's opinion it does not do so. you may not consider it 
for any other purpose. 
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Mr. Smith also acknowledged this Court has approved the admission of 404(b) evidence 

regarding prior instances of domestic abuse, prior threats, and general infonnation regarding the 

relationship which puts the killing in context in situations where a defendant kills a spouse, A.R. 

Vol. ITI, 661: 

Q Now, this was a case in which, again, a husband was responsible for 
the death ofhis wife-or committed an action which resulted. in her death; correct? 

A That's true. 

Q And in West Virginia case law dealing with deaths arising in 
domestic cases, the West Virginia Supreme Court has been pretty liberal, has it not, 
in allowing in either as res gestae or 404(b) evidence, sorts ofevidence that go to 
prior instances of domestic abuse, prior threats, and just information that would 
appear to shed light on the true circumstances ofthat relationship and put the killing 
in context? 

A I don't know whether I would characterize that as liberal or not, but 
certainly evidence of that nature can come in. Or has come in. 

Q Okay. And I mean, relatively recent cases, such as State v. Rollins, 
in which the defense was claimed to be accident, the Court allowed in a substantial 
number of statements made by the victim befor~to third parties, before she was 
killed; and also pictures taken months before ofbruising on her person that she said 
was inflicted upon her. So they've kind of opened the door to bring in information 
so that the State can prove that it was an intentional, malicious, willful, deliberate, 
and premeditated. killing. 

A Okay. 

A.R. Vol. III, 415-16. 

As the habeas court found in reference to the witness 404(b) testimony, "[i]n cases 

involving acts of violence committed by a domestic partner upon another, the introduction of 

evidence ofprior difficulties between the parties is the norm and not the exception." A.R Vol. ill, 

675. The habeas court properly concluded, 

Before any witness testified as to prior difficulties or collateral bad acts, a 
hearing was held outside the presence of the jury. The Court detennined the state 

A.R. Vol. II, 836-37. 
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sought to introduce the evidence to show that the shooting was not an accident, or 
mistaken, and that the petitioner had motive to kill his wife. A limiting instruction 
was given at the time the witness testified and in the final charge. The court 
detennined the petitioner committed the act, and that the act was more probative 
than prejudicial. There was no error in the admission of the 404(b) evidence. 

AR. Vol. ill, 675. 

Thus, the habeas court found the 404(b) evidence was admissible and counsel cannot be 

ineffective in objecting to admissible testimony. Davis v. Painter, No. ClV.A. 2:00-0278,2000 

WL 34333294, at *5 (S.D.W. Va. Dec. 8,2000) ("counsel was not ineffective for not objecting to 

admissible evidence"), dismissed, 21 F. App'x 206 (4th Cir. 2001). 

To the extent Petitioner argues that defense counsel should have argued for a pretrial in 

camera hearing concerning the 404(b) testimony, petitioner cannot demonstrate that had such a 

procedure been requested it would have been granted, or, more importantly, demonstrate that such 

a procedure would have resulted in the exclusion of any of the evidence from trial. A.R. Vol. III, 

676. 

Finally, as to the 404(b) testimony, Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that Iris appellate 

counsel was ineffective in raising the 404(b) testimony issue on appeal. As the habeas court 

concluded, "[t]he admission of the 404(b) evidence was not an abuse of discretion. The evidence 

was evaluated out of the presence of the jury, found more probative than prejudicial, admissible 

for a proper purpose, and a limiting instruction given." AR. Vol. TIl, 676. As the habeas court 

properly concluded, counsel is not ineffective on appeal in declining to challenge what was 

properly admissible evidence. AR. Vol. III, 676; Davis v. Painter, No. ClV.A 2:00-0278, 2000 

WL 34333294, at *5 (S.D.W. Va. Dec. 8, 2000) ("counsel was not ineffective for not objecting to 

admissible evidence or for not pursuing the issue on appeal"), dismissed, 21 F. App'x 206 (4th Cir. 

2001). 
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Petitioner also claims that the injection ofhomosexuality in the case was prejudicial to him. 

See, e.g., Pet'r Br at 52. However, during voir dire, defense trial counsel, Mr. Cagle, asked the jury 

pool: 

You have heard from the Prosecutor that there will be some mention of 
sexual matters in this case. Now I say that, and I don't say that to be-sleezy, on the 
contrary, but the :frank truth is that that's a topic that makes persons uneasy 
sometimes. And if there is anyone of you who feels like that if you have some 
piece ofevidence that comes in, or some testimony that's given that is-appears to 
be just sort of, you know, graphic, makes you want to take a hot shower, just ooh, 
you know, would that kind of testimony, would it inflame you in a way that you 
think you could not be fair to either party, and in particular, as I say from my 
perspective, ofMr. Coleman as a result ofthat just sort of-just a little more graphic 
than you would want, or feel comfortable with? 

A.R. Vol. 1,110. No potentialjurorresponded. A.R. Vol. I, 110. Trial defense counsel continued: 

Mr. Cagle: Anybody-And be honest about that. It's not-What we're 
trying to ascertain is whether or not you come to court with some sort of bias. 
Doesn't make it wrong. We all have because of our life experiences some bias. It 
may be a- predilection that's based on your religion, may be something that has 
happened in your own personal life. Doesn't matter. What matters only is that if 
you feel some sense ofunease as a result ofsomething you have come to court with, 
please let us know. 

I take it there is no one who has a particular response to my suggestion that 
there may be evidence-in fact, I can fairly well guarantee it. May be some 
evidence that is somewhat graphic in a sexual sense or at least the allegation. No 
problem, I take it. 

A.R. Vol I, 110-11. Again, no response was tendered by any member of the jury panel. A.R . Vol. 

I, 111. The jury was appraised that sexual issues may occur in the case and no panel member 

indicated any cause for concern. 

The decision of the habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affinned. 
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F. The stippling and soot issues on the victim's finger. 

1. Trial counsel was not ineffective where exculpatory evidence regarding the autopsy 

photos was discovered during the trial and would have been discovered prior to the trial by 

reasonable investigation. 

a. Trial counsel was not ineffoctive when he failed to request additional time to be 

able to effectively use the exculpatory evidence that was disclosed during the trial. 

During his testimony, Dr. Boiko testified there was an error in his report. The report indicated 

there was no soot or stippling when photographs indicated there was. Petitioner claims that this 

was exculpatory material. See Pet'r Br. at 62. The State has the constitutional obligation to disclose 

exculpatory evidence. State v. Meadows, 172 W. Va. 247,255 n.2, 304 S.E.2d 831, 839 n.2 (1983) 

("The prosecution has a constitutional duty to disclose eXCUlpatory material. "). 

There are three components of a constitutional due process violation under Brady 
v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 83 S. Ct. 1194, 10 L.Ed.2d 215 (1963), and State v. 
Hatfield, 169 W.Va. 191,286 S.E.2d 402 (1982):(1) the evidence at issue must be 
favorable to the defendant as exculpatory or impeachment evidence; (2) the 
evidence must have been suppressed by the State, either willfully or inadvertently; 
and (3) the evidence must have been material, i.e., it must have prejudiced the 
defense at trial. 

SyI. Pt. 2, State v. Youngblood, 221 W. Va. 20, 22, 650 S.E.2d 119, 121 (2007). 

Disclosure, however, need not necessarily occur pretrial. "A prosecutor must disclose 

infOImation favorable to the defense, but disclosure need not precede trial." United States v. 

Higgins, 75 F.3d 332, 335 (7th Cir. 1996). "Brady thus is a disclosure rule, not a discovery rule. 

Disclosure even in mid-trial suffices if time remains for the defendant to make effective use ofthe 

exculpatory material." Id. Mr. Cagle, defense counsel, testified that he had sufficient time to make 

use ofthe Boiko testimony: 

Q And after Dr. Boiko kind ofchanged what was in his report saying, 
yes, there was soot and stippling when previously he had not, were you able to--
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did you have enough time during the trial to process that infonnation and discuss it 
with your expert? 

A Yes. 

Q And do you believe that any additional time was necessary or would 
have helped you in dealing with the new information from Dr. Boileo and what Mr. 
Roane eventually testified to? 

A No, I don't. Now, let me explain that somewhat. I accept as a verity 
the representation that this fellow from the Medical Examiner's Office testified on 
a Thursday, and Mr. Roane came the next week, perhaps Monday, and testified at 
least Monday or Tuesday. Accepting that-which is not an independent 
recollection that I have, other than there was an amount of time in between-I 
certainly had the opportunity and did discuss that with Les Roane, and Les Roane 
did, in fact, testify about that. 

And yes, I had enough time. And to tell you the truth, I thought it should 
have made a difference in the case. Disappointed that it didn't. But it should have. 
I didn't need any more time than that. Not with Les Roane. 

A.R. Vol. III,437-438. 

Defense counsel, Mr. Cagle, further testified: 

Q When he was on the stand, Dr. Boiko was looking at pictures. That's 
how he discovered it. He said, "Wow, there strippling on there." So Mr. Roane or 
yourself never looked at those pictures? 

A I am sure we did, yes. I am sure we did. Now, did Les Roane look 
at the pictures? I can't say that he did. I think he--certainly, he had the report. 

Q It would have been helpful. You would have had the same opinion, 
only had it earlier. But the opinion we used. 

Let me say something that will sound a little bit arrogant. But I am pretty 
quick on my feet. That was an important piece ofevidence. And I know this sounds 
arrogant. I am already sorry I said it that way. But honest to God, when I learned 
that, I used that. And we had an entire weekend to have Les Roane, who is a 
veteran--

These people----so you understand, these----this HP White Lab recreated the 
Kennedy assassination for 60 Minutes. These guys are good. That was at least the 
fourth time I had used that lab. 
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And you know, three or four days is about all you need to address that. We 
had this that came out at trial and put it in, you know, in your evaluation of what 
you're going to testify to. And he did. 

Q So did he redo the video? 

A No, I don't think he redid the video. 

Q He did not redo the video. He used the old video based upon the 
other evidence. 

A Yeah, but I don't know who he was going to get to grab the gun and 
shoot it. That would be a little risky. These people are good, but they aren't that 
good. 

A.R. Vol. III, 461. 

As the habeas court properly concluded, Petitioner's trial counsel had five days between 

Dr. Boiko's testimony and that of his expert, Mr. Roane. A.R. Vol. III, 690. The habeas court 

concluded that this was sufficient time for Mr. Cagle to consult with Mr. Roane. A.R. Vol. III, 

690. And, as the habeas court additionally found that trial counsel effectively cross-examined Dr. 

Boiko about his mistake. A.R. Vol. III, 690.4 The habeas court properly concluded that there was 

no ineffective assistance ofcounsel demonstrated: 

4See AR. Vol. II, 440-41: 

Q Now, so the jury will understand, that is a matter of some significance 
relative to the mechanism ofwhat happened on March 2, 2006, isn't it? 

. A Well, it just suggests that it was gunshot wound and that it was 
intennediate wound. It just change distance between finger and rifle. 

Q Okay. In fact, the finger may have come into contact with the barrel of 
the rifle; isn't that correct? Predicated upon what we now have before you, as amended? 

A Soot suggests that it was close range gunshot wound. 

Q Okay. And the way you, in your field of learning, identified the close 
proximity is from the soot deposition? 

A That's correct. 
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The court finds that petitioner's trial counsel made a strategic decision not 
to seek a continuance or mistrial. Counsel believed the case was going as well as 
could be expected, his client was in jail, and counsel had five days (including two 
full weekend days) to consult with and prepare his expert. He testified at the 
omnibus hearing that he did not need more time to address the issue. Therefore, the 
court finds it was not objectively deficient performance to fail to ask for a 
continuance or mistrial. Moreover, the court finds there is nothing to indicate that 
a continuance or mistrial would have been granted, as the remedy would have been 
to give counsel time to prepare: which counsel had. The petitioner fails to satisfy 
the StricklandIMiller standard for ineffective assistance of counsel. 

A.R. Vol. Ill, 691. 

The decision of the habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affinned. 

G. The toxicological testimony. 

1. Trial counsel was not ineffective when he failed to object to the State's medical examiner 

expert testifying as to an area outside ofhis expertise-the tOxicology testing and results. 

During his direct testimony, the following exchange occurred between the State and Dr. Boiko: 

Q Did your office personnel perform tests to determine whether there 
were any controlled substances in Mrs. Coleman's system at the time she was shot? 

A Yes. We perfonned toxicological study. It was negative. It means 
no alcohol, no marijuana, no methamphetamine? 


A No. 


Q Nothing like that. No controlled substances of any kind? 


Q So is it consistent and to a reasonable degree of medical certainty in your 
field that the finger ofTrina Coleman came into contact with the rifle? 

A I can say from this picture that it was in close distance. I cannot say it 
was in contact with the rifle or not, but it was close distance. 

Q . But by being a close distance, in fact, it may have been into contact with 
the weapon itself~ isn't that consistent? 

A That's correct 

Q Is it? 

AYes, that's correct. 
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A No. 

A.R. Vol I, 434. 

On cross-examination, defense counsel, Mr. Cagle, engaged in the following exchange 

with Dr. Boiko: 

Q Now, you also said that the toxicology was negative. Do you recall 
giving that testimony? 

A That's correct. 

Q Did you do the toxicology? 

A No. 

Q That's not something you as the pathologist would do, is it? 

A No. But I received the report from the toxicology lab. 

Q So that the jury distinguishes that, the toxicology is done by others? 

A That's correct. 

Q Are they even in the same building as you? 

A Yes. 

Q They are. Okay. But it's another office within the building? 

A That's correct. 

Q Have you reviewed the medical records of Trina Coleman at 
Charleston Areas Medical Center for the date 3-2-06, and I guess morning also of 
3-3? 

A Yes. 

Q Do you know what was checked by the Toxicology Lab? Was it 
blood? 

A Yes. Toxicology Lab checking the blood. 

Q And the indication is it was blood they checked, right? 
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THE COURT: Are you talking about the hospital records? 


MR.CAGLE: No, no. I'm talking about the toxicology. 


A The toxicology report says it was checked, blood and urine. 


Q Okay. How many pints of blood did Trilla Coleman get in the life 

saving efforts at Charleston Area Medical Center? Do you know? 

A No. I don't know this infonnation. 

Q Let me approach a second. Let me see if you can recognize what 
these are. 

A It's medical records for the transfusion ofblood. 

Q And the name on those transfusion records? 

A Trina Coleman. 

Q Okay. And so that I'm not being cute about that, look at the bottom. 
Are they all blood transfusion records? 

A Yes. Looks like its blood transfusion records. 

Q So the toxicology certainly on the blood was ofthe transfused blood, 
was it not? 

A Toxicology Report, when we submit samples for toxicology report, 
we submit blood, which we got from the decedent, and blood which usually 
attached to the body, ifbody was-ifdecedent was before in hospital, and hospital 
has admission blood. Admission blood, it means blood which takes from patient 
when he just come into hospital. That's why it's admission blood. 

Q Look at the report you have. Does it distinguish? 

A Yes. I tried to answer your question. 

Q Okay. 

A That I don't know which blood was checked here. and we need to 
ask Toxicology, Chief ofToxicology. But it's possible that it was admission blood 
which was checked. 

Q Well, number one, it doesn't say admission blood, does it? 
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A It says here that I submitted blood from the subclavian (phonetic) 
artery and from hospital admission blood. 

Q It says admission blood? 

A On second line it says it Received three tubes of admission blood. 

A.R. Vol. 1,444-447. 

Petitioner contends that trial counsel was ineffective in failing to object to this portion of 

Dr. Boiko's testimony on Confrontation Clause grounds. See Pet'r Br at 72. Petitioner's counsel 

was not ineffective. 

As observed by the habeas court, there was no other evidence that would have substantiated 

that the victim was using controlled substances or alcohol on the night she was killed. A.R. Vol. 

ill, 692. "The victim was at work, went to McDonald's, stopped by another store and went home 

where she was shot less than a half of an hour after her stop at McDonald's." A.R. Vol. III,692. 

As the 'habeas court further observed, "[n]o one testified that she [the victim] was impaired, and 

the petitioner did not state to the police, his father, his neighbor, the 911 operator, or either 

psychiatrist that the victim had ingested drugs or that the victim had grabbed or swatted at the 

gun." A.R. Vol. III, 692. Dr. Boiko's testimony in regard to the blood testing was neither 

exculpatory nor incriminatory and, even ifviolative of the Confrontation Clause, it was harmless 

beyond a reasonable doubt A.R. Vol. III, 692. Since any substantive constitutional error was 

harmless beyond a reasonable doubt, then Petitioner cannot carry his burden to show the second 

prong ofStrickland/Miller, that but for the error, the trial would have been compromised. 

The decision ofthe habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affirmed. 
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H. References Petitioner's pretrial incarceration. 

1. 	 Trial counsel was not ineffoctive when he failed to object to testimony regarding 

Petitioner's pre-trial incarceration. 

Petitioner contends his trial counsel's failure to object to references to Petitioner's pretrial 

incarceration in front ofthe jury constituted ineffective assistance of counsel. Pe!'r Br at 74. 

Undoubtedly, the trial jury heard references to Petitioner's pretrial incarceration. See, e.g., 

A.R. Vol. II, 238 (testimony of Detective Snuffer) ("I had letters from our exhibits, and I met with 

Mr. Cagle and Mr. Coleman and his investigator at the jail. While we were at the jail, I dictated 

three letters to Mr. Coleman, and Mr. Coleman-each word that I dictated, he wrote onto a piece 

ofpaper."); A.R. Vol. II, 692 (testimony of Dr. Martin) ("Well, I got involved with Mr. Coleman's 

case through a consult through a local physician, Susan Calendar, who had addressed him, I believe 

in the jail once he had been arrested, last March 2006"). Dr. Smith's report also contained 

references to Petitioner's pre1J.ial incarceration. See, e.g, A.R. Vol. Ill, 147 ("Since he has been 

incarcerated he has been on Prozac which is helping some but nightmares continue. He said that 

he was a drug addict until he came to jail."). See also A.R. Vol. Ill, 150 ("He dressed in a jail 

uniform.... He was shackled."). 

During the omnibus habeas corpus hearing, defense counsel was asked about these 

references: 

Q Moving on to another issue. References were made at trial to the fact 
that Mr. Coleman at the time oftrial and before trial was incarcerated. I believe that 
such reference came perhaps from one ofthe police officers who talked about going 
to the jail. I think: Mr. Martin-or Dr. Martin talked about going to the jail. 

You did not raise an objection to those references ofincarceration. Can you 
tell us why you did not? 

A No. I can't tell you why I did not. It is what it is. 
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A.R. Vol. III, 446. 

In addressing this particular issue, the habeas court ruled: 

While perhaps it was objectively deficient performance for counsel to fail 
to object to such references at trial, the court finds that petitioner fails to satisfy the 
"but for" prong of the StricklandIMiller analysis. As noted above, merely 
identifying a mistake by counsel does not equate to ineffective assistance. The 
mistake must have affected the substantial rights of the petitioner. Had petitioner's 
counsel objected to those references and the jury heard no reference to pre-trial 
incarceration, the petitioner would still have been convicted of murder in the first 
degree. 

A.R. Vol. m, 685. 

Specifically, the habeas court found: 

This court disagrees with the petitioner's claim that such references to pre
trial incarceration were "numerous." There were a mere handful of such references 
(fewer than five, as the court counts) in the record ofa trial which spans nearly one 
thousand pages. Moreover, although the court does not approve of any such 
references to pretrial incarceration, the court must note that those references do not 
unambiguously refer to the Petitioner being in jail, but rather refer to meetings with 
the petitioner and his lawyer "at" the jail, or taking handwriting exemplars "at" the 
jail. The court believes that it is likely the jury believed that at least at the time of 
any specific event the petitioner was incarcerated. However, this court does not find 
that those references to the petitioner's pre-trial incarceration rise to the level of a 
constitutional violation, reversible error, or ineffective assistance. 

A.R. Vol. ill, 684. 

The decision ofthe habeas court denying Petitioner relief should be affinned. 

1. Cumulative Error 

1. There was no cumulative error in the case sufficient to warrant granting habeas relief 

Indisputably, "[a] defendant in a criminal case is entitled to a fair trial." State v. Jarrett, 119 

W. Va. 432, 194 S.E. 1,3 (1937). "But the term 'fair trial' does not imply a perfect trial. A trial 

without prejudice to the accused is a fair one." Syl. Pt. 2, State v. Smith, 119 W. Va. 347, 193 S.B. 

573 (1937). See also Lutwakv. United States, 344 U.S. 604, 619 (1953) ("A defendant is entitled 
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to a fair trial but not a perfect one. "). The Petitioner received a fair trial and there are no ground to 

reverse the habeas court's decision. 

The decision ofthe habeas court denying the Petitioner relief should be affinned. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the decision ofthe Circuit Court ofKanawha County should be 

affinned, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Marvin Plumley, Warden, 
By Counsel, 

scon ,JO 
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